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Dear Stakeholders,

We are happy to present our corporate sustainability report
‘Driving Growth Sustainably’.

The report is a disclosure of the Company’s Triple Bottom Line performance
for the financial year (FY 2016-17), aligned to G4 framework of
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).

For us, FY 2016-17 was an exceptional year in many ways. We completed the 
amalgamation of our erstwhile wholly-owned subsidiary (Tata Metaliks DI Pipes 
Limited), now structured as DI Pipes Division. Consequent to the amalgamation, 
Tata Metaliks Limited (TML) operates through PI Division and DI Pipes Division, 
creating a single entity converting hot metal into Pig Iron and DI Pipes
respectively and operating an integrated value chain from iron ore to
pipe making. 

In this process, the Company also consolidated itself under a unified governance 
culture and went further to materialise its mission of Men – Material – Asset 
optimization to deliver another landmark year in succession; this year being the 
best ever so far in terms of economic performance.

We also commissioned four major capital projects which will have significant 
bearing on our sustainable growth and operational efficiencies in the
years ahead. 

This included, notably among others:      

• Commissioning of Coke Oven Project on BOOT basis with a capacity of 10,000 
tonnes/month of Blast Furnace grade coke. This will offer captive coke at 
competitive costs and also allow optimisation of coke usage to further reduce 
costs and offset price volatilities. This will not only reduce CO2 intensity through 
lower gross coke consumption but will also help in generating power through its 
waste heat in the coke oven gas

• A 91 days shutdown of blast furnace no.1 was taken for modernisation and 
upgradation, subsequent to which the furnace will (i) meet enhanced hot 
metal requirement for DI Pipes production, (ii) have lower coke rate and (iii) be 
capable of accepting pulverized coal injection, which is being planned

• The expansion of DI Pipe Plant, by installing a new casting machine and a 
finishing line, thereby increasing the capacity to 200,000 tonnes per annum was 
completed during the year

• Commissioning of a 10 MW Power Plant, utilizing the exhaust flue gases from 
coke ovens, helped replace equivalent amount of expensive grid power, which is 
normally generated through fossil fuel, thereby reducing carbon footprint 
significantly.

The inherent strength of our strategic planning process based on the Tata 
Business Excellence Model, ethical business practices based on the mandates of 
Tata Code of Conduct and ingenuity of our human resource capital, continue to 
be the pillars that helf us in achieving success. 

FY 2016-17 performance highlights:

*`227.58 lakhs was the amount spent by Sadbhavna Trust (a registered Trust formed by the 

Company) out of the corpus available. This included contribution of ̀ 204.69 lakhs by TML and ̀ 2.93 

lakhs by TML employees for FY 2016-17.

The Reporting Year in Perspective

During the financial year, our macro-economic landscape passed through a 
challenging phase. It was marked by a downturn in global economy, subdued 
demand and various economic challenges including the initial uncertainties of 
demonetisation. 

In our business, we had to face severe volatilities of input material costs of coke 
and coal. The international price of coke from China fluctuated with increase 
from USD 123 to 345/tonne CFR and then dropped to USD 284/tonne. 

P R O S P E C T S
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Turnover  `1410  Crores
Production  Hot Metal 381,968 MT
 DI Pipe 187,253 MT
Employees trained  78%
CSR expenditure `227.58 lakhs*
CSR beneficiaries 6337 lives
Water recycled 602,250 m3

Expenditure in environment protection `771 lakhs

Carbon Emission intensity PI: 2.13 t CO2e/t of Hot Metal
 DI: 0.027 t CO2e/t of DI Pipe
Specific Energy consumption PI: 20.46 GJ/t of Hot Metal
 DI: 0.93 GJ/t of DI Pipe



The price of coking coal from Australia showed even more volatility with very 
steep increase from USD 82 to USD 302/tonne FOB and then a decline to USD 
160/tonne during the period. This rise in coal price resulted in high price of 
domestic coke and the situation was further aggravated with the imposition of 
anti-dumping duty on Chinese coke by the Government of India.

As a result, maintaining a competitive cost of production remained a challenge 
throughout the year; some support came from various cost optimisation 
initiatives especially the 10 MW coke oven gas waste heat recovery power plant.

Our hot metal production stood at 381,968 MT as against 433,437 MT last year. 
The lower production is attributable due to a 91 days shutdown of one of the 
blast furnaces for modernisation and upgradation.  With lower output, higher 
throughput costs and subdued demand in the market, we had to apply the best 
price realisation strategy in our sales and marketing efforts to maximise returns.

On the other hand, as a result of capacity expansion, on the downstream side, 
our production of DI Pipes increased significantly by 41% from 133,211 tonnes 
to 187,253 tonnes this year.

Increased production and robust demand of this higher margin product helped 
us realise improved share in the market with higher returns - offsetting the 
market volatilities and adding to our revenue growth.

Our Performance

We are happy to report that the Company withstood the test of challenging 
economic environment and business challenges with agility and competence.

The Company recorded a turnover of `1410 crores in FY 2016-17 compared to 
`1390 crores in the previous year. With the improved economic performance 
the Board of Directors declared a higher dividend at ̀ 2.50 per share, up by 25% 
compared to earlier period.

At the marketplace, we maintained our attention on product quality and 
customer services that helped retain its leadership position in Pig Iron in its 

principal markets of East and North India. We also improved our domestic 
market share to ~11% in DI Pipes, to be amongst the top 3 in the category. 

People First

We continued in right earnest with our practice of putting people first at the 
centre of our work commitment.

Harmonised industrial relations were maintained in our workplaces, to have an 
incident free year of no production loss due to any workforce related
industrial issues.

We increased focus on our learning and training efforts for employees’
capability development. 

For continual improvement, 11,370 man-hours of training were imparted on 
level based needs, competency building, behavioural and in safety compliances,
covering 78% of our permanent workforce.

In line with our commitment to negate any harm to our workforce we provided 
adequate protection in areas of Safety, Health and Environment (SHE). Further, 
we conducted 14,256 man-hours of training devoted on various aspects of 
safety in our OHSAS 18001 certified manufacturing unit.

The organisation draws its inspiration from its founder, Jamsetji Tata to 
famously said - “In a free enterprise, the community is not just another 
stakeholder in business, but is in fact the very purpose of its existence.”

During the year, we reached out and our endeavour continued for social value 
creation and inclusion in building an economically sustainable community in 
and around 5 km radius of our manufacturing operations at Kharagpur.

We spent an amount of `227.58 lakhs on CSR and Affirmative Action programs 
focused on SC/ST communities, which benefitted 6337 lives in areas of 
Employment, Entrepreneurship, Education, Employability and Essential 
Amenities. 

Hot metal received in
Induction Furnace
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TML employees planting sapling

Our employees volunteered 5742 hours and contributed a part of their 
remuneration in a whole-hearted participation across all lines of the 
organisation.

In a landmark development, the Company in colaboration with Paschim Banga 
Society for Skill Development (an autonomous society under Government of 
West Bengal) set up the “Tata Metaliks Skill Development Centre” in September 
2016 in the leased premises of ITI Midnapore with the aim to train around 
1000-1200 local youths annually in market oriented skills for their 
employability.

Planet Care

We realise, life on earth is going through major shifts due to climate change 
issues. The consequences are vivid on economic development, human 
movement, livelihood and on other fronts.

Guided by the Tata Group’s climate change agenda and our environment policy, 
we continue to work on our environmental sustainability targets to 
continuously reduce environmental impact of our operations.

Our focus remains on  ensuring low carbon management, GHG mitigation, better 
environmental  protection means like green management, pollution and dust 
control, waste control and rain water harvesting to reduce our environmental 
footprints.

Energy is a material issue for our operations and renewable energy is a key 
focus area from climate change perspective.

Introduction of various energy efficient operating practices in our systems have 
helped lower energy intensity in production, thereby reducing production cost, 
fossil fuel consumption and abate emission of greenhouse gases.

As part of our focus on circular economy, we are guided by the principle of 3 Rs 
- Reduce, Recycle and Re-use; we are exploring ways to derive more value from 
recycling and re-use of wastes and by-products in our value chain to optimise 
material conservation.

Our overall energy consumption intensity for FY 2016-17, stood at 20.46 GJ/ton 
of Hot Metal in the Pig Iron division. However, due to the 91 days shutdown of 
one of our blast furnaces, our comparative parameters over last 3 years were 
adversely affected. In the DI Pipes division, the energy consumption has  signifi-
cantly dropped from 1.4  to 0.93 GJ/t of finished pipes during the last 3 years 
as a result of several improvement initiatives. 

Due to lower production of hot metal during FY 2016-17, water consumption 
intensity increased marginally and stood at 2.34 m3/t of Hot Metal. However, 
water consumption intensity reduced gradually from 1.97 to 1.36 m3/t of 
finished pipe over the last 3 years. These parameters would improve in future 
as a result of various action plans on coke rate reduction, energy conservation 

& reduction and recycling measures.

Our Carbon Emission Intensity has steadily reduced from 2.15 to 2.13 CO2e/t of 
Hot Metal over the last 3 years and is expected to reduce further in the years to 
come. In the DI Pipes division, carbon emission intensity has reduced
significantly from 0.04 to 0.027 CO2e/t of finished pipe over the last 3 years.

We also remain vigilant in monitoring and reporting other emissions - SPM, SOx, 
NOx for better control measures.

We understand the importance of green cover in acting as sink for carbon 
sequestration. In our plant area, we have actively taken up sapling plantation 
programmes to enhance greenery in the surroundings and have created water 
bodies, wetlands within our factory premises using rain water runoffs as water 
conservation measure.

During the last 3 years we have planted more than 8000 saplings and 
significantly increased our landscape and lawn area.

In our constant effort to reduce water footprint, we are evaluating  solutions for 
improvement in water use through means of both conservation and reuse.

We regularly evaluate water related risks at our operations. We have taken 
effective measures in recharging ground water through rainwater harvesting. To 
that effect, we have created a water retention pond of 0.03 million m3 capacity 
to store both surface and rooftop rain water runoffs of the entire catchment area 
of the plant.

Simultaneously, our manufacturing units have taken various initiatives to 
reduce consumption of fresh water, thereby progressively reducing our 
dependence on the same. During the year, we improved our volume of water 
recycled to 350 cum/day compared to 210 cum/day in FY 2014 - 2015.
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Looking Ahead 

As an organisation, we believe in working with long term sustainability in mind. 
This involves looking into the future, anticipating risks and evaluating emerging 
opportunities in the field. In this journey, modernisation, adopting sustainable 
technologies for operational efficiencies and building awareness and alignment 
towards achieving higher performance through sustainable initiatives are key 
to developing an effective response to upcoming challenges.

During FY 2016-17, our planned implementation of improvement initiatives 
and capital projects to make the Company future resilient were well on course 
and were meticulously followed for targeted completion.

A plan to install an onsite solar power generation facility of 150 KW capacity is 
also under consideration. This reinforces our commitment to reduce carbon 
footprint and our focus to adopt renewable energy.

For the year ahead, the World Bank expects the world economy to look up and 
pegs India’s GDP growth rate at 7.2%. As the Indian economy turns its course for 
the better and gets poised for higher growth,  we are optimistic on the outlook   
of our industry which is closely linked to Infrastructure investment by the 
Government. 

We see Government of India’s Make in India mission, implementation of smart 
city projects, several state-level water and sanitation projects including AMRUT, 
JNURM, etc. to provide fillip both in the Pig Iron and DI Pipes sectors of the 
industry.

Our Promise

We are well aware of the intense competitive situation in which we are operat-
ing today. The Company leadership reaffirms to take all necessary steps to 
further improve the Company’s operating performance.

Our commitment to serve our stakeholders better, remains central to our 

doctrine of sustainable development, which we will strive to carry forward. 

In order to deliver on our business interests, our endeavour will continue to be 
to improve upon our product quality and customer-centric services for serving 
the market place better; at the same time, we need to be innovative and agile 
for a more resource efficient and sustainable business.  

As a conscientious organisation, our principle is to also share the outcome of our 
better business bottom-line with the society at large. Our commitments will 
drive us in trying to empower more lives of our neighbouring communities in 
our affirmative societal actions to help achieve inclusive growth. 

To achieve a better world for our selves and for our future generations, we are 
senstive and mindful of the environmental impact of our operations. We are 
committed to work towards abatement initiatives considering the climate 
change issues so as to protect the Planet.

Our Gratitude

I would like to take this opportunity to convey my deep gratitude to all our 
employees and workforce for their dedication and hard work, commitment to 
TML ethos and for maintaining workplace harmony. 

I would also like to thank our shareholders, suppliers, business partners and 
other stakeholders for having trust and confidence in us. It is the combined 
strength of all our stakeholders that has helped us deliver our promises.  We 
look forward to your continued support.

With best wishes,

Sandeep Kumar
Managing Director
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SC ST Youth attending Moral Rearmament Initiatives of 
change on effective living and leadership
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A B O U T  T H E  R E P O R T

Report Profile

We are pleased to present the Annual Sustainability Report of Tata Metaliks Limited (TML), describing our performance and achievements covering the Financial Year 
2016-17 for our amalgamated entity.

The reporting principles and methodology are adopted as per the ‘in accordance – core’ option of the Global Reporting Initiative’s (GRI) G4 Guidelines.

The report addresses our key sustainability issues and is aligned with GRI Guidelines by applying the reporting principles of materiality, stakeholder inclusiveness, 
sustainability context and completeness. 

The reported issues cover a range of topic areas material to the organization in economic, social and environmental aspects for long term value creation of our 
business activities which affect stakeholders’ interests as emerged from our interaction with the various groups. 

This disclosure covers our corporate office at Tata Centre,10th Floor, 43, Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Kolkata and our manufacturing operations at Village Maheshpur,  P.O. 
Samraipur, District Paschim Medinipur, West Bengal as per the material aspects and boundary of impact identified. 

We have taken care to present data and facts in the report with accuracy and reliability, to conform to our policy of true and fair reporting practice and principles. 
The data and information is sourced out of TML’s enterprise resource platform and documentation from relevant functional departments.

The financial performance of our Company is reported as per our Audited Financial Statements . Please refer Annual Report 2016-17 available at 
http://www.tatametaliks.com/static-files/pdf/annual-report/annual-report-2016-17.pdf. At TML, we also comply with all applicable Central, State and District level 
regulatory framework in conducting our business.

This report shares information and insights about our sustainability performance to our triple bottom-line commitments against the odds of risks and challenges.

The report is meant to provide transparent disclosure made truthfully and in good faith to our stakeholder constituents, who are associated with our business, directly 
or indirectly.

This report has been externally verified by Bureau Veritas as an independent third party assurance provider. The assurance statement issued by Bureau Veritas forms 
part of this report from page 82 - 84 and describes the scope and basis of their assurance. 

Contact Us

The report is available on our website www.tatametaliks.com

For any additional information on the report, please contact:

Mr. Avishek Ghosh
Assistant Manager
Corporate Governance
Tata Metaliks Limited
avishek.ghosh@tatametaliks.co.in.
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O R G A N I S A T I O N  P R O F I L E

Ownership

Tata Metaliks Ltd (TML) is a public limited company as defined under the Companies Act, 2013. As a subsidiary of Tata Steel Limited (TSL), TML commenced commercial 
production of Pig Iron in 1994. TML produces hot metal using iron ore lumps, sinter, coke and fluxes, of which approximately 60% is converted into foundry grade Pig 
Iron (PI) and balance 40% into Ductile Iron Pipes (DIP) through further value addition by its DI Pipes Division (erstwhile Tata Metaliks DI Pipes Limited, a wholly-
owned subsidiary). Both PI and DI Pipes plants are located in the same premises at Village Maheshpur, P.O. Samraipur, near Kharagpur, West Bengal.

TML’s manufacturing location is equidistant from TSL iron ore mines in Noamundi and Joda (which are the primary sources of iron ore), Haldia port (used for import 
of coke, a principal raw material), Howrah foundry belt (key market for pig iron) and DIP markets of East (about 50% of sales). This strategic benefit reduces logistics 
costs for production and sale of PI and DI Pipes. 

During the reporting period, a Scheme of Amalgamation (Scheme) between Tata Metaliks DI Pipes Limited (TMDIPL) and TML was filed with the Hon’ble High Court, 
Calcutta (Court), aimed to realise greater benefits of financial, managerial, technical, distribution and marketing synergies between the entities to maximise 
stakeholder value. The said Scheme received the approval of the Court, and became effective from 22 December, 2016. Consequent to this amalgamation, TML 
operates through PI Division and DIP Division, thereby creating a single value chain converting hot metal into Pig Iron and DI Pipes respectively.

TML remains focussed on growth and improving its cost competitiveness. As a result, TML has commissioned multiple capital projects during the reporting period with 
a view to increase productivity, optimise costs and reduce overall carbon footprint. In addition, the said amalgamation particularly strengthens our single value chain 
by providing significant business synergies which will provide significant results in the future.

TML has a strategic intent of increasing its share of value added product, i.e. DI Pipe. This will be planned along with increasing hot metal capacity and other projects 
to reduce operational costs. TML has maintained its leadership position in Pig Iron, in its principal markets of East and North India. TML has also improved its domestic 
market share to 11% in DI Pipes i.e. amongst top three, within a span of six years and has established its leadership in quality and financial performance. Systematic 
and planned technological interventions in TML’s internal processes enabled it to operate its various units at their full capacity (viz. in Hot Metal, DIP, Sinter and Coke 
making). As a result of our sustained efforts to deliver long term value to our stakeholders, TML recorded its highest ever turnover of `1410 Crores in FY 2016-17.

The ownership structure as on March 31, 2017 is as follows:  

Shareholding Pattern

TATA Steel Limited

UTI/ Mutual Fund/ Banks

Insurance Companies

FIs (Trust)

Corporate Bodies

Resident Individuals

State Government - WBIDC

FIIs/ NRIs/ OCBs

FIIs/ NRIs/ OCBs
1.20%

State Government -
WBIDC, 0.99%

Resident Individual,
35.76%

TATA Steel Limited,
50.09%

Corporate Bodies,
6.65%

FIs (Trust),0.11%

Insurance Companies, 2.04%
UTI/Mutual Fund/

Banks, 3.16%

The complete list of related parties is available in the Annual Report for FY 2016-17.

No. of Fully Paid up Equity Shares 2,52,88,000 (= 100%) 
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OUR VALUES
5 Core Values

OUR MISSION
Sustainability of Purpose

We strive to become a sustainable organization through significant contribution to India's 
foundry, water and sanitation sectors by optimum utilization of men, material and assets, 

responsible use of energy and water resource, being guided by its values.

OUR VISION
Reaching Tomorrow First

Unity

We will invest in our people 
and partners, enable 

continuous learning, and build 
caring and collaborative 

relationships based on trust 
and mutual respect.

Responsibility

We will integrate 
environmental and social 

principles in our businesses, 
ensuring that, what comes 

from the people goes back to 
the people many times over.

Integrity

We will be fair, honest, 
transparent and ethical in our 

conduct; everything we do 
must stand the test of public 

scrutiny.

Excellence

We will be passionate about 
achieving the highest 

standards of quality, always 
promoting meritocracy.

Pioneering

We will be bold and agile, 
courageously taking on 
challenges, using deep 

customer insight to develop 
innovative solutions.
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Our Products & Services

TML manufactures and markets a range of high quality branded products in Pig Iron and DI Pipes, backed by end-to-end customized service support for customers.

Pig Iron

TML is a leading manufacturer and seller of foundry grade Pig Iron which is used as raw material in industrial casting and ideally suited for specialized applications 
such as pressure tight precision castings, automobile engine blocks, rolling mill rolls, motor and generator housings and other applications. TML’s plant at 
Kharagpur has an installed capacity of 500,000 tonnes per annum of hot metal.

After extensive research, TML developed world’s first branded pig iron, “Tata eFee.” The USP of eFee is its inherent shape and size that reduces energy consumption 
in foundries. Ever since its launch in 2011, it has consistently outpaced its peers and is the preferred choice of foundries.

From 2 (two) grades in 1994, TML now manufactures 14 (fourteen) primary grades and few customized options for different types of casting applications. The 
discerning customer is happy to pay a premium for this differentiation as well as the energy efficiency that “Tata eFee” brings to his operations, thereby making 
“Tata eFee” the leader in its chosen markets.

"Fe"
Iron

"e"
energy efficient

"e"
environment friendly

Pig Casting Machine



Pig Iron manufactured by the Company meets the exact product and quality standards and is suitable for production in various kinds of castings in industries like:

• Automobile

• Agriculture and tractor  

• Engineering & industrial 

• Power generation 

• Ductile iron pipes and fittings

• Sanitary and decorative 

• Railways and other castings

• Aluminium smelters

The Tata eFee® brand variants, classified into various grades, are as under:

With the team of experienced professionals and technicians, the Company has set up a Customer Service Centre to offer a range of end-to-end technical services for 
the foundries in:

• Charge mix and melting

• Moulding and core making

• Spheroidal graphite iron production & development

• Project based consultancy

• Pollution control

• Customized training

• Testing facility
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Grade Matl Code Carbon % Silicon % Manganese % Sulphur % Phosphorus %
FG-1 Tata eFee®101 3.5 Min 2.00-2.25 0.50-0.90 0.06 Max 0.20 Max
FG-Low Phos Tata eFee®102 3.5 Min 2.00-2.50 0.50-0.90 0.06 Max 0.10 Max
FG-II Tata eFee®103 3.5 Min 2.25-2.50 0.50-0.90 0.06 Max 0.20 Max
FG-High Mn Tata eFee®104 3.5 Min 2.00-2.50 0.90-1.50 0.06 Max 0.20 Max
FG-High Phos Tata eFee®105 3.5 Min 2.00-2.50 0.50-0.90 0.06 Max 0.20-0.50
SG  Tata eFee®201 3.5 Min 1.60-2.50 0.30 Max 0.05 Max 0.08 Max
SSG  Tata eFee®202 3.5 Min 1.60-2.25 0.20 Max 0.025 Max 0.08 Max
SSG Ultra Tata eFee®203 3.5 Min 1.60-2.25 0.20 Max 0.015 Max 0.08 Max
Low Silicon Tata eFee®300 3.5 Min 1.51-1.74 0.50-0.90 0.06 Max 0.20 Max
Basic Grade Tata eFee®301 3.5 Min 1.50 Max 0.50-0.90 0.06 Max 0.20 Max
CG Spl. In  Tata eFee®302 3.5 Min 1.75-1.99 0.50-0.90 0.06 Max 0.20 Max
CG High Si Tata eFee®303 3.5 Min 2.50-3.00 0.50 Max 0.06 Max 0.20 Max
CG Ultra High Si Tata eFee®304 3.5 Min 3.00-3.50 0.50 Max 0.06 Max 0.20 Max
Ultra High Phos Tata eFee®305 3.5 Min 2.00-2.50 0.50 Min 0.06 Max 0.50 Min



DI Pipes

The foray into the DI Pipe (DIP) business began by entering into a Joint Venture (JV) with Kubota Corporation and Metal One Corporation, Japan in 2007. The JV 
operated for five years and then upon its termination in 2013, Tata Metaliks Kubota Pipes Limited was renamed as Tata Metaliks DI Pipes Limited (TMDIPL). 
Subsequently, TMDIPL was amalgamated with TML in 2016.

Tata Ductura, the superior quality DI Pipe brand from TML started its journey from 2009 from its manufacturing plant in Kharagpur. The plant has a current 
installed capacity of 205,000 tonnes per annum.

Tata Ductura offers solutions to its customers across the world, in terms of superior product quality, supply and service, helping them transform possibilities into 
business with the brand promise of Delivering the Best – Any time, Every time. The combination of the latest technology with a dedicated workforce, ensures that 
customer needs are specifically met in every aspect.

Tata Ductura products come with the guarantee of quality and service. The brand offers premium quality products and services along with excellent pre and post 
sale support.

Tata Ductura’s quality assurance comes from the following features:

• High tensile strength due to its spheroidal graphite micro-structure, which can handle much higher pressure and stress and ensure better beam strength,  
 greater resistance to impact and load

• Excellent corrosion resistance

• Flexible and leak resistant with flexible push-on joints which do not leak at high or low pressure, even when deflected

• Durable internal lining with cement mortar as per requirement with ordinary portland cement, sulphate resisting cement high alumina cement and blast  
 furnace slag cement 

• External protection with finishing layer of black bitumen, epoxy or any other special coating as per the customer's requirement

• Extremely workable, flexible, easy and quick to install at less cost and without any special tool or high skill
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"Duct"
Ductile Iron

"ura"
Ventura which means Happiness and Contentment

Happiness Guaranteed



DI Pipes are used for a wide range of diverse applications in the areas of:

• Distribution of potable water

• Sewage and waste water

• Irrigation

• Industrial usage in power plants

Government agencies and EPC turnkey contractors working for government water supply projects are the primary customers for DI Pipe. The value proposition from 
TML is consistency in quality viz. coating thickness, physical appearance and superior mechanical properties. The unique socket design of Tata Ductura also facilitates 
hassle-free implementation, with the aid of our skilled technicians and support team.

Sales Network

TML has a well spread nationwide sales network through a dedicated team of sales representatives, spread across various sales offices and through various channel 
partners in key markets, for both Pig Iron and Ductile Iron Pipes. 

The sales and marketing function of TML is organized under:

• Zonal sales offices with dedicated sales team headed by resident representatives across the country

• Dealers and several channel partners across the country 

• Export along with channel partners in several countries

• Customers Service Centre for providing technical services for Pig Iron and business development cell for DI Pipe

• Marketing, planning, logistics and business excellence

The distribution channel for Pig Iron marketing involves direct sale to foundry customers, through dealer network and CSAs. For DI Pipe, the distribution is mainly 
through direct supply to government and EPC contractors for projects and small retail sale through dealers. 

Our international footprints across several markets are in the countries:
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 Pig Iron Egypt, UAE, Bahrain, Pakistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Thailand, Vietnam,
  Philippines, Indonesia and Taiwan.

 Ductile Iron pipe Bolivia, Morocco, Sierra Leone, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Italy, Switzerland, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Zambia,  
  Qatar, La Reunion, Mauritius, Bahrain, Kenya, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Turkey.

 Nominal Diameter (mm) Class Standard Length (m)

 80, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250, 300, K7, K9 5.5
 350, 400, 450, 500, 600 700, 750 C25, C30, C40
 800

The Company produces Ductile Iron Pipes conforming to specifications:



Quality Compliance

TML is committed to build its relationship with customers based on trust by manufacturing products in strict conformity to quality and compliance guidelines. Our 
products and processes for Pig Iron and DI Pipes are certified by industry recognized bodies.  

• ISO 9001, ISO 14001- Pig Iron and DI Pipes

• OHSAS 18001- Pig Iron and DI Pipes 

• NABL Certificate - Pig Iron and DI Pipes

• IS 8329 – DI Pipes 

• Certificate of Product Conformity - BS EN 545 & BS EN 598

• Kite Mark Certification - BS EN 545

• Kite Mark Certification - BS ISO 2531

• WRAS Approved Concrete, Cement and Mortar - Pressure Pipes

• WRAS Approved Coatings, Paints & Linings - Factory Applied Pipe & Fittings Coatings

Reference copies of the certificates are available on our website: www.tatametaliks.com  
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 The Management Team
 As on 1 July, 2017

 Mr. Subhra Sengupta Mr. S. P. Sharma Mr. Rajesh Mishra Mr. Debasish Mishra
 (Chief Financial Officer) (Chief Operating Officer) (EVP - Marketing and Sales, PI) (Vice President - Operations)
    

 Mr. N. V. Ramanathan Mr. Sharad Sharma Dr. Ratna Sinha Mr. Sankar Bhattacharya
 (Vice President - Projects) (EVP - Marketing and Sales, DI) (VP - HRM & Ethics Counsellor) (Chief - Corporate Governance & 
    Company Secretary)

Organization Structure

* Mr. Sandeep Kumar was appointed as an Additional Director of the Company w.e.f. 20 March, 2017 and as an Executive Director of the Company w.e.f. 10 April, 
2017. Mr. Sandeep Kumar has been subsequently appointed as the Managing Director of the Company w.e.f. 1 July, 2017;

** Dr. Rupali Basu and Mr. Amit Ghosh were appointed as Additional (Independent) Directors w.e.f. 24 January, 2017;

*** Mr. Sanjiv Paul relinquished office as the Managing Director of the Company on the close of business hours of 30 June, 2017. However, he remains on the Board 
of Directors as a Non-Executive Director.

 Committees of Board
 As on 1 July, 2017  

 Audit Committee Nomination and Stakeholder’s Corporate Social Risk Management 
  Remuneration Relationship Responsibility Committee
  Committee Committee Committee

 Mr. Krishnava Dutt  Dr. P Venugopal  Dr. P Venugopal  Dr. P Venugopal   Mr. Sanjiv Paul 
 (Chairman) (Chairman) (Chairman) (Chairman) (Chairman)
 Dr. P Venugopal Mr. Koushik Chatterjee Mr. Sanjiv Paul Mr. Sanjiv Paul Ms. Samita Shah
 Ms. Samita Shah Mr. Krishnava Dutt Mr. Sandeep Kumar Ms. Samita Shah Mr. Sandeep Kumar
 Mr. Amit Ghosh  Dr. Rupali Basu Mr. Sandeep Kumar Mr. Amit Ghosh 
    Dr. Rupali Basu Mr. Subhra Sengupta

 The Board of Directors
 As on 1 July, 2017 

 Chairman Managing Director Independent Director Non-Executive 
    Non-Independent Director

 Mr. Koushik Chatterjee Mr. Sandeep Kumar* Mr. Krishnava Dutt Ms. Samita Shah 
   Dr. P. Venugopal Mr. Sanjiv Paul***
   Dr. Rupali Basu**
   Mr. Amit Ghosh**



Corporate Governance 

Governance has been an integral part of the way the business of the Company has carried on since inception.

TML firmly believes that good governance emerges from application of sound and effective management practices coupled with adherence to the highest standards 
of transparency and business ethics. TML fulfills its inherent responsibility to disclose timely, accurate and adequate information regarding all financial and 
operational performances, as well as the leadership and governance of the Company.

The Board of Directors (Board) has adopted the provisions of Companies Act, 2013 (Act), SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 
(Listing Regulations) and the Tata Group Guidelines on Board effectiveness to fulfill its Corporate Governance responsibility towards all its stakeholders. These 
guidelines ensure that the Board has necessary authority and processes in place to review and evaluate the Company’s operations.

The Board of Directors

The Board of Directors of the Company is vested with the ultimate responsibility of the management, strategic direction and performance of the Company. The Board 
provides leadership, strategic guidance, objective and independent view to the management while discharging its varied responsibilities. 

The Board has an appropriate composition of Independent and Non-Independent Directors to maintain the Board’s independence, diversity and effectiveness. Brief 
profiles of Directors are available on the website of the Company at www.tatametaliks.com.

The Board Committees

The Board has multiple Committees, each being duly constituted with suitable combination of Independent and Non-Independent Directors. Each Committee has been 
entrusted with specific terms of reference to focus effectively on pre-defined matters to ensure specific resolution on diverse matters. The Board reviews the 
functioning of these committees from time to time.

For complete details on our Corporate Governance practices please refer page number 50 of our Annual Report for FY 2016-17. 

The Board has constituted the following committees:

• Audit Committee

• Nomination & Remuneration Committee

• Stakeholders’ Relationship Committee

• Corporate Social Responsibility Committee

• Risk Management Committee

Audit Committee

The Board has constituted an Audit Committee in line with the provisions of Section 177 of the Act and Regulation 18 of the Listing Regulations.

The primary objective of the Audit Committee is to monitor and oversee the Management’s financial reporting process, to ensure accurate and timely disclosures with 
highest levels of transparency, integrity and quality of financial reporting. All Committee Members are financially literate and have due exposure in areas of finance, 
taxation and audit. The Committee invites and takes due clarifications from Statutory Auditors, as and when required. The Managing Director and other senior 
functional executives, including the Internal Auditor, are also invited to provide necessary inputs to the Committee’s decision-making process.

For other details, please refer page number 54 of Annual Report for FY 2016-17.
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Nomination and Remuneration Committee

The Nomination and Remuneration Committee (NRC) has been constituted by the Board in line with the provisions of Section 178 of the Act and Regulation 19 of the 
Listing Regulations.

The Committee, inter alia, recommends to the Board eligible candidates for Board membership, co-ordinates and oversees the annual performance evaluation of the 
Board, Committees and individual Directors. The Committee has formulated a Remuneration Policy for Directors, Key Managerial Personnel (KMP) and other
employees of the Company, which is available at www.tatametaliks.com.

For other details, please refer page number 55 of Annual Report for FY 2016-17.

Stakeholders’ Relationship Committee

The Stakeholders’ Relationship Committee (SRC), has been constituted, in line with Section 178(5) of the Act and Regulation 20 of the Listing Regulations, to review 
the redressal mechanism of grievances of security holders, to consider and resolve the investor complaints relating to transfer of shares, non-receipt of annual report 
and non-receipt of declared dividends.

For other details, please refer page number 56 of Annual Report for FY 2016-17.

Corporate Social Responsibility Committee

The Board has constituted a CSR Committee under Section 135 (1) of the Act to oversee and provide direction to the Company’s various CSR activities. 

The Committee formulates, reviews and recommends to the Board, various CSR activities to be undertaken by the Company as specified in Schedule VII of the Companies 
Act and the expenditure to be incurred thereon. It periodically monitors the CSR Policy of the Company and the progress on CSR initiatives of the Company. 

For other details, please refer page number 57 of Annual Report for FY 2016-17.

Risk Management Committee

The Risk Management Committee constituted by the Board is entrusted with the task of framing, implementing and monitoring the risk management policy of the 
Company. The Company follows a risk management process for identifying, prioritizing and mitigating risks which may impact attainment of short and long term 
business goals of the Company.

For other details, please refer page number 58 of Annual Report for FY 2016-17.

Diversity and Internal Complaints

Diversity is an integral aspect of our workforce which sets a unique work culture that binds our workforce as a team. Diversity initiatives are planned considering the 
unique needs of the organization. The Diversity Officer works with senior management to assess efforts on diversity and cross-cultural inclusion programs, establishes 
best practices and identifies programs to remove barriers that affect retention and advancement. The role of a Diversity Officer is to develop, implement and monitor 
programs that promote diversity within the company. Diversity Officer leads the development of policies and programs to attract, retain and promote a diverse 
workforce for the organization. Diversity Officer has the overall responsibility for diversity and cross-cultural efforts, collaborating with management, and ownership 
for initiatives and programs.

TML has zero tolerance policy against sexual harassment. As mandated by Section 4 of The Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and 
Redressal) Act, 2013, an Internal Complaints Committee (ICC) is in place to redress complaints received regarding sexual harassment. All  employees (permanent, 
contractual, temporary, trainees, etc.) are covered under this Policy, to help maintain a harmonious atmosphere at workplace and to enable women to pursue their 
work with dignity and reassurance.
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Ethics & Integrity

Tata Group companies have consistently adhered to the values and ideals articulated by our Founder for over 150 years.

TML is bound by the Tata Code of Conduct (TCoC) for all its employees and business associates. Today, the Code stands as a bedrock on which we base our individual, 
as well as leadership commitments. TML abides by the 13 core principles of the Code in its management practices aligning its commitment to protect the brand equity 
by adhering to the values and principles set out in the TCoC.

The TCoC is a cornerstone that sets out to all our stakeholders – employees, customers, communities in which we operate, value chain partners, financial stakeholders, 
government and regulatory bodies and other group companies.

TML has a Vigil Mechanism that provides a formal mechanism for all Directors, Employees and Vendors of the Company to approach the Ethics 
Counsellor/Chairman of the Audit Committee to make protective disclosures about any unethical behaviour, actual or suspected fraud or violation of the TCoC. The 
Whistle Blower Policy is an extension of the TCoC which requires every Director/ employee/ vendor to promptly report to the Management about any actual or 
possible violation of the TCoC or any event which he or she  becomes aware of, that could affect the business or reputation of the Company.

During the year under review, no one was denied access to the Ethics Counsellor/ Chairman of the Audit Committee.

During the reporting period, there has been no reported instance of regulatory non-compliance or imposition of any penalty or stricture from the Stock Exchange(s) 
or SEBI in matters pertaining to compliance.
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Mr. Debashish Mishra, VP (Operation) reads out the Ethics pledge Managing Director Mr. Sandeep Kumar addresses employees

Hoisting the Ethics flag at TML's Kharagpur manufacturing unit Lady employees of TML show off their Ethics wrist bands



The efficiency of all these processes is reviewed through stakeholders' perception surveys, management of Business Ethics assurance, etc., on the basis of which 
improvement actions are planned and implemented. Shareholder grievances are reviewed by the Stakeholders’ Relationship Committee.

Identification and Management of Risks & Opportunities

At TML, Risk Management is a forward looking and integral part of the organization’s Strategic Planning and Deployment process.

The Board has constituted a separate Risk Management Committee consisting of Directors and a management representative. The Committee  monitors and evaluates 
to strengthen the effectiveness of risk management framework of the Company. 

The Company has a robust Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) process which has matured over the last few years. The Risk Management process is managed by the 
Chief – Systems Assurance and the senior leadership team. ERM process involves periodic identification of risks that are likely to affect the business, rating the risks 
on their impact and likelihood, preparation of a risk heat map, estimation of risk velocity, implementation of risk mitigation plans by the risk owners and continuous 
monitoring of the mitigation plans by the Risk Management Committee of the Board and the senior leadership team. Risks have been identified in the areas of sales, 
supply chain, finance, regulatory, operations, projects, economic, industrial, technological, information security, safety, health, environment.and industrial relations 
for both the businesses of Pig Iron and DI Pipes. Mitigation strategies and plans have been accordingly developed to reduce or eliminate the likelihood and 
impact of such risks.

Continuous evaluation of sustainability risks and opportunities that are relevant to the organization’s functioning is carried out periodically. For the reporting period, 
based on the detailed exercise and interaction, the major enterprise risks were identified from the action areas of significant Economic, Social and Environmental 
impacts.

Major identified risks:

Economic Risk

• Adverse macro environment situation coupled with muted demand for foundry grade pig iron

• Delay in execution of water and other infrastructure projects can impact market demand and business fundamentals of Ductile Iron Pipe

• Price volatility in key raw materials like coal, coke and iron ore may affect profitability
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Status on complaints received and resolved in FY 2016-17 in TML:

96.20%

3.80%

Incidents resolved
and no longer subject
to ac on

Remedial ac on
underway and progress
under review

 Number of complaints received by organization 105  100% 
  • Shareholders - 52
  • Product & services- 23 
  • Labour  - 30 
  • Others – Nil
 
 Incidents resolved and no longer subject to action 101 96.2%
  • Shareholders - 51
  • Products and services - 22 
  • Labour - 28 
  • Others - Nil 
 
 Remedial action underway and progress under review 4  3.8% 



• High grid power costs can affect competitiveness in power intensive operations

• Delay in implementing capacity building projects can adversely affect long term growth prospects

• Unavailability of skilled manpower for operations, attrition of key personnel can pose human resource risk

• Foreign exchange rate volatility may affect profitability margin

Social Risk

• Inadequate and non-affirmative engagement with key communities may vitiate workplace amity and cause business disruption

• Inability to maintain adequate health and safety standards may cause downtime liabilities, situational damage and is detrimental to the Company’s interest

Environmental Risk

• Inability to comply with regulatory changes in environmental standards and norms may cause unwanted environmental restrictions, liabilities and may adversely  
 affect the organisation at large

Opportunities

The foundry grade pig iron market is diversified in nature with strict technical specifications offered by reputed manufacturers customised for different applications. 
Therefore, the foundry grade pig iron market provides an opportunity to offer a wide variety of customised grade options like standard foundry grade, high silicon 
grade, high phosphorous grade, low phosphorous grade and ductile iron grade. With initiatives such as “Make in India” and significant growth of automobile and auto 
components sectors, foundry industry is poised to grow in the near future. With increased production, efforts would be to focus on increasing sales to direct
customers, especially in freight friendly and credit-free market of eastern India. 

Rapid urbanisation and development of smart cities across the country, over and above the already committed large investments in water and sanitation infrastructure 
schemes would lead to robust demand for DI pipes in the country. The expansion of DI Pipe plant capacity to 200,000 tonnes per annum will give opportunity for 
increase in market share as well as higher share of value-added finished product in its portfolio resulting in higher top line and bottom line growth.

 Management System

Strategic priorities of our business performance and sustainability initiatives are determined and strengthened by the guidance of the Board and the Senior
Leadership Team.

Implementation of strategic goals is supported by multiple Enterprise Resource Planning systems. Our Quality Assurance systems are based on Quality Management 
Systems (QMS) and Environment Management System (EMS) for management of process and policy guidelines.   

At TML, the supplier and customer relations management systems connect Company’s value chain partners and customer groups at different locations in a platform 
for reliable, consistent and accurate data and information exchange for handling efficiently the enquiry, transaction, engagement, relationship and complaint management.  

Our policies to perform in areas of environment aspects and occupational health and safety are governed with our adherence to respectively ISO 14001 and
OHSAS 18001 management system framework.
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Compliance and Certification

At TML, compliances with all applicable laws and regulations are followed in letter and spirit and is a key responsibility area. TML has a well-defined responsibility 
framework and an effective and robust compliance monitoring system in place, to ensure respective compliances, which is periodically overseen by the Board.

As a responsible organization, we are sensitive about our role towards compliance with all applicable laws and regulations including those pertaining to environmental, 
labour,  product liability, health & safety. Our work environment and safety regulations are compliant with all requisite regulations issued by the Ministry of Environ-
ment, Forest and Climate Change (MOEFCC), State Pollution Control Boards and other applicable pollution and environment laws. The Environment team regularly 
monitors and ensures strict compliance with all applicable environment laws including conditions mentioned in Environment Clearance, Consent to Establish and 
Consent to Operate.

The Managing Director makes periodic declarations to the Board regarding compliance with provisions of various statutes after obtaining confirmation from
respective process owners.

Our manufacturing divisions are certified for ISO 9001:2008 for Process Quality Management, ISO 27001 for Information Security Management (PI division),
ISO 14001 for Environmental Management System and OHSAS 18001 for Safety and Occupational Health Management System standard.

For our various marketing communications, we follow self-regulation and principle of not misleading stakeholders in terms of claims and representations in any of 
our promotions and advertisements. 

 Membership and Association 

TML is a member of:

• Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)

• Bengal Chamber of Commerce and Industry (BCCI)

• Indian Chamber of Commerce (ICC)

• Institute of Indian Foundrymen (IIF)

• Indian Water Works Association (IWWA)
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We consider stakeholder inclusiveness as a primary issue in our sustainability journey.  We define our stakeholders as entities or individuals that can reasonably be 
expected to be materially affected by the organization’s activities, products, and services; and whose actions can reasonably be expected to affect the ability of the 
organization to successfully implement its strategies and achieve its objectives.

Our identified major stakeholder constituents:

Stakeholder Engagement

In order to share and reinforce our sustainable development strategy, targets and achievements for long-term value creation, we maintain an ongoing dialogue with 
all our stakeholders.

At TML, we formulate our sustainability charter in an inclusive way, in engagement with the relevant stakeholders of the Company. The engagement feedback from 
our valuable stakeholders are used to identify the material aspects based on which we identify our sustainability priorities impacting our triple bottom line growth 
and formulate plans accordingly. 

We continue our policy of discussing matters with a broad spectrum of our valuable stakeholders, internal and external, through various forms of engagement and 
frequency based on stakeholder priority to understand their areas of concern.
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O U R 
S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
J O U R N E Y

 Stakeholder Defined as

 Employee Senior management, employees, workers and contractors’ workforce

 Shareholders/Investors Promoters, public shareholders, banks, financial institutions, institutional investors

  (domestic and foreign) 

 Customers Foundries, government authorities and EPC contractors in the fields of water,

  sanitation and irrigation. 

 Supplier/Partner Materials & services suppliers, sales intermediaries (PI: CSA/agents/dealers, DI: dealers), EPAs 

 External public/Government  Regulators, ministries, media and industry bodies 

 Local Community etc.  Villages within 5 km radius of the plant with special focus on SC/ST community 

 Civil society/NGOs/Local media/Society at large  Organizations working on social & environmental issues of the community in general/society   

  elders/opinion makers/thought leaders 
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 Stakeholder Forum of interaction Interact Group Frequency

 Employee SLT’s communication, Departmental communication meeting;  HR and IR  Daily, weekly,
  Monthly industrial relations meeting with union committee department,    monthly, 
  members, Awards functions (Reward & Recognition, Safety etc.),   Respective Process  quarterly, 
  Review meetings, Daily morning meeting, Weekly apex meeting,  Heads, Respective  annually
  Monthly performance reviews, Monthly business excellence  Process Teams, Apex 
  meetings, Strategy & Annual business plan meetings, TCoC  Committees
  awareness & feedback meetings,In-house journal

 Shareholders/  Annual General Meeting, Quarterly financial disclosures,  Board of Directors, Annually, 
 Investors Event-based disclosures, Shareholders’ plant visits,  Chairman of the  Quarterly, 
  Shareholder feedback on website, Annual Report  Board, Company  Event based
   Secretary, Chief 
   Financial Officer and 
   Registrar &Transfer
   Agent

 Customers Customer meets, Customer visits, IT enabled platform for customer  MD, EVP and other  Annually, 
  queries, feedback and complaints, Third party customer   team members of  Need based
  satisfaction surveys.  sales team

 Supplier/ Partner Supplier/Partner’s meet, Visits to supplier/partner, Supplier/ Procurement and Annually, 
  Partner visits to plant, Supplier evaluation & feedback   Sales Team  Event based
  mechanism. Third party vendor satisfaction surveys.

 External public/Govt.   Meetings with Government/Ministries/Trade bodies/Industry   MD, EVP, CFO, CS, Annually, 
  associations/NGO’s/Representatives from Press, Financial    VP (Operations),  Event based
  analysts, Consulting firms, Banks & Financial Institutions.   COO, VP - HRM 

 Local Community  Meeting with BDO/Anchal Pradhan/ Gram Panchayat/Headman  VP - HRM, CSR Team  Monthly, 
  of village/NGOs   quarterly,
    annually,
    event based

 Civil society/NGOs/  Interactions to explore new CSR initiatives  and Affirmative  VP - HRM, CSR team,   Annually, 
 Local media/   Action (AA)/In creating awareness   AA team Event based
 Society at large  

The exhibit below describes our stakeholder interaction framework for collating input on sustainability issues:
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Stakeholder Dialogue

To co-create our sustainability charter, the feedback from the multiform stakeholder dialogue serve as the foundation for setting the sustainability context for our Company 
leading to the determination of material aspects.

The exhibit below represents the concern areas of feedback received from the different stakeholder constituent. 

Materiality Assessment

Stakeholder inputs and concerns are captured into TML’s strategic planning process to determine material aspects for the organization.  During FY 2015-16, we conducted 
a comprehensive sustainability profile exercise for the organization for Identification of material sustainability issues from the stakeholders and business associates. These 
issues were revisited with relevance to the current context.

As part of the process of prioritizing the Company's material aspects this year, issues received from stakeholders specifically relevant to TML were listed, compared with 
organization’s current material issues and refined through external peer review, as well as taking into consideration sector specific issues. 

The material issue areas for TML were then prioritized through the process of assigning importance on a scale of Critical, High, and Low with relevance to organization’s 
business factors. 

Following prioritization and deliberation by senior management, the list of material sustainability aspects in focus is identified for strategic management. 

The following section represents the outcome of our materiality assessment. Subsequent sections present the management approach, monitoring mechanisms and 
narration to performance indicator(s) for the identified material aspects. 

 

• Performance monitoring
 w.r.t annual business plan

• Employee communication

• Holistic growth of employees

• Capacity building including
 future requirements

• Safety and health
 of employees 

• Improved ROI & capital
 appreciation

• Sustainable growth in terms
 of reduction in carbon
 footprint

• Conservation of
 non-renewable energies

•  Investment in new growth and
 cost efficiency projects

•  Conservation of water

•  Information and data security

• Management of business ethics • More business
 volume;
•  Knowledge sharing

•  Training &
 development 

• After sales service
• Product USPs
• Efforts taken to improve  
 product & services

• Ease of carrying
 out business,

• Ensuring business viability

• Inclusive growth in terms  
 of Education, Employability,
 Employment, Entrepreneurship  
 and Essential Amenities

• Inclusive growth in terms of  
 Employability and Entrepreneurship

CIVIL 
SOCIETY / 
NGOS  /   
MEDIA / 

SOCIETY AT 
LARGE

EMPLOYEE

SHAREHOLDERS /
INVESTORS

SUPPLIER / PARTNER

CUSTOMERS

EXTERNAL PUBLIC /
GOVERNMENT

LOCAL COMMUNITY
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Material Aspects

 Area  Material Aspect  Relevance of Materiality  Reported Boundary
    Indicator of Impact 

 PERFORMANCE Sustainable growth Delivering economic performance in our business is  G4-EC1  Internal
  with reduction in important for creating stakeholder value and be 
  carbon/GHG able to share wealth with society. 
  footprint
   At the same time, we realize that the  G4-EN18
   issue of containment and reducing GHG G4-EN19
   emissions in our operations is material  
   for our sustainable growth as our 
   products play an important role due to 
   their long life cycle in having a low 
   carbon economy. 

  Governance in Effective corporate governance led by G4-34 Internal
  business performance  strong leadership has given us success in
   our business performance.

   Our corporate governance policy
   framework underlines the rigour of 
   business strategy discipline and ensures financial
   accountability, regulatory compliances and
   responsiveness to our stakeholders. 

  Customer In our business continuity process, G4-PR5 Internal
  engagement and  sustained relationship and
  satisfaction commitment to our customers is of high significance,
   to be achieved through superior quality of our product,
   best-in-class service and customer-centricity.

   Investments of time and money in innovations, new
   processes and R&D contribute to our sustainability. 
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 Area  Material Aspect  Relevance of Materiality  Reported Boundary
    Indicator of Impact 

  Management of Our pursuit for growth is based on our  G4-56 Internal
  Business ethics operational excellence and emphasis is
   on the standards of ethical business practice
   on the part of the company leadership,
   employees and associates.

   As a signatory to TCoC we reaffirm our pledge to
   integrity, fairness and social responsibility in
   our business practice.

  Safety and health of As a people-centric organization, nothing is more G4-LA5 Internal
  employees/workers  important than the safety and health of our people.

   Our commitment to maintain adequate health and
   safety standards for providing a safe work
   environment is integral to our people focus policy.

  Capability building Retaining skilled manpower and key G4-LA9  Internal
  needs of employees personnel is a key driver in the success
   of our business.

   Taking initiatives to improve capability and capacity
   building of employees for better productivity and
   attending to employee development needs in sync with
   organizational needs and goals are contingent upon us. 

  Inclusive growth of Social inclusion and working for a G4-SO1 External
  community harmonious relationship with the
   community around us is important for 
   the sustenance of our business. 

   We also want to pay back to the communities by
   improvement of the quality of their lives in an
   inclusive way. 
 

PEOPLE
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 Area  Material Aspect  Relevance of Materiality  Reported Boundary
    Indicator of Impact 

  Energy conservation Managing resources is important to drive our   G4-EN3  Internal
   operational efficiencies. Energy and materials G4-EN5
   are key contributing elements in this respect. G4-EN6
   

   Our production cycle is energy intensive. 
   Savings in energy intensity to reduce environment
   impact while ensuring economic competitiveness
   remains our objective.

  Material efficiency  Optimal utilization of raw materials,  G4-EN1  Internal
   recycling of waste, recovery and use of  G4-EN2 
   by-products within and outside our industry
   contribute to our material efficiency. 

  Management of  Climate change is an interrelated issue  G4-EN8  Internal
  natural resource of multiple environmental aspects. This G4-EN10
   has taken a global dimension now.

   Either directly or indirectly, this makes it relevant to
   our business to address the issue of responsible
   management of natural resource. 

  Waste and effluent We are conscious of our responsibility to  G4-EN23 Internal
  management   manage our environmental performance
   to ensure legal compliance. 

   This makes it important to preserve and develop our
   eco-system by taking steps to prevent pollution in
   all forms, managing wastes, reducing emissions,
   and mitigating the risk of environmental incidents.

PLANET
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At the UN Sustainable Development Summit in September 2015 in New York, USA the member states of United Nations adopted 17 new major global Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), aimed at putting an end to poverty, promoting prosperity and well-being for all, protecting our planet and address climate change.

The Sustainable Development Goals, officially known as Transforming Our World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development is a set of 17 aspirational Global 
Goals with 169 targets between them.

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development heralds a new era to bring the countries and citizens of the world together, offering the opportunity to strive for a 
global development agenda of unprecedented scope and ambition.

 

We at TML, in our endeavour to grow our business responsibly, have undertaken an increasingly sustainable approach to respond to its environmental and social 
impacts. As a conscientious organization we are committed to align our business practices to contribute to the ethos of SDGs for greater common good.

Alignment with Sustainable Development Goals



The Global Outlook

The world economy witnessed a challenging phase in FY 2016-17. Weak international trade and subdued investment, among other causes, resulted in a sluggish 
growth rate of 3.1% in FY 2016-17. 

According to estimates, economic activity outlook is projected to pick-up pace in FY 2017-18 and grow at 3.5%, helped by growth in major economies primarily the 
United States, supported by the Euro Zone and Japan. However, there can be variance in possible outcomes, given the caveat of uncertainties hinging on the global 
policy changes and its spill-overs. 

The economic growth in emerging markets and developing economies is also projected to accelerate in FY 2017-18 to 4.5% as per International Monetary Fund 
projections.

Indian Scenario

Despite the global slowdown during FY 2016-17, Indian economy registered a reasonable performance with GDP growth reaching levels of 7.1% as compared to 7.6% 
of the previous fiscal. The dip notwithstanding, India will remain one of the fastest growing major economies in the world.

The period experienced a mixed bag of fortunes - favoured by a good monsoon, relatively lower inflation, fiscal discipline, increase in domestic consumption, renewed 
private investments, moderate current account deficit and volatility in rupee-dollar rates on one hand and impact of demonetisation on the country’s economic 
activities and industrial growth on the negative side of the balance. As a result the positive performances of the first two quarters of FY 2016-17 slowed down to 
7.0% in Q3 as compared to 7.4% in Q2 due to initial challenges of various economic reforms, aimed to bring long term stability in the economy.

The World of Steel

As per the Ministry of Steel, Government of India (GoI) in 2016, the world crude steel production reached 1628 million tonnes (MnT) and showed a growth of 0.8% 
over 2015. China remained world’s largest crude steel producer in 2016 (808 MnT) followed by Japan (105 MnT), India (96 MnT) and the USA (79 MnT).

World Steel Association has projected Indian steel demand to grow by 5.7% in 2017 while globally, steel demand has been projected to grow by 0.5% in 2017.

India Business Review

Provisional data by Joint Plant Committee, GOI, indicates Indian crude steel production has recorded a growth of 9% YoY in FY 2016-17 - crude steel production 
reached the mark of 97.39 MnT against 89.79 MnT in the 2015-16. On the consumption side, India’s finished steel consumption increased by 3% YoY to 83.93 MnT 
during FY 2016-17 as against 81.52 MnT in last period. 

During FY 2016-17, the steel industry got a stimulus as the threat from cheap imports from China was mitigated to a large extent by imposition of protective tariffs 
by the government. 

The cost of production for both Pig Iron and DI Pipes however shot up, as international price of coke continued its upward trend from USD 123/t CFR in the beginning 
of FY 2016-17 to USD 345/t CFR in November 2016 and then at the closing of the year at a level of USD 284/t CFR and price of coking coal from Australia showing a 
similar trend of increase from USD 82/t FOB to USD 302/t FOB and then at a level of USD 160/t FOB in the respective period points. This rise in coal price resulted in 
high price of domestic coke which was aggravated by the imposition of anti-dumping duty of USD 25.2/t on Chinese coke by the government. 

The prices of Pig Iron, moved up by about 20% during FY 2016-17 but was still not enough to offset the increase in coke cost. The domestic demand for Pig Iron 
continued to remain depressed due to low overall industrial activity in the country and initial impact of demonetisation. Moreover, during first two quarters of the 
year, due to almost no export of Pig Iron, there was pressure on prices in the domestic market as a consequence of over-supply.
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Export performance of Pig Iron from India remained subdued for first three quarters of FY 2016-17 due to global slowdown and it showed recovery only in the last 
quarter. Overall for the year, the volume of Pig Iron exports ended at the same level as the last year.

In this situation, DI Pipe business remained much less susceptible to volatility in prices. The demand for DI Pipe continued to show a robust growth with price trend 
showing far more stability over the year. The medium to long term outlook of DI Pipe is encouraging with several State Governments planning for implementation of 
mega water supply, sewage and irrigation projects as the main growth drivers for the category.

Our Performance

With the overall macro-economic situation and business environment challenges that prevailed over FY 2016-17, the Company moved on the path of growth taking 
decisions to meet the fast changing external environment for business efficiencies and management of bottom-line. Simultaneously, our planned commitments 
towards operational excellence through modernisation, technology upgradation and expansion activities were successfully fulfilled in line with our continuous efforts 
to attain sustainable performance.

Volatile and increasing coal and coke prices and constant threats from Chinese coke, posed several challenges on containing pig iron manufacturing costs during the 
period. Our coke sourcing strategy was regularly evaluated and kept flexible for switching between domestic coke and imported coke as the situation needed. The 
commissioning of Coke Oven Project, having a capacity of 10,000 tonnes/month of BF grade coke during the financial period eased the situation by allowing us 
flexibility with a mixed use of converted, imported and domestic coke to optimise coke costs. This will not only reduce CO2 intensity through lower gross coke 
consumption but will also help in generating power through its waste heat in the coke oven gas.

During FY 2016-17, there was a 91 days shutdown of one of the mini blast furnace, (MBF#1) for upgradation and modernisation. This led to lower production of hot 
metal and affected its overall production. The marketing and sales strategy had to be suitably selected to choose an appropriate mix of market and customer segments 
to maximise price realisation to optimise the financial performance. Relining and upgrading MBF#1 capacity was completed in February 2017. This will have a 
positive bearing with improved operational and economic performance and simultaneously reducing the carbon footprint in future due to higher production and 
lower coke rate.

The expansion of DI Pipe by commissioning a new casting machine and a finishing line, raising the overall capacity to 200,000 TPA will not only address the higher 
customer and market requirements of smaller diameter DI Pipes but will also have a positive impact on the topline of the Company. This will give opportunity to 
increase market share in the category as well as garner higher proportion of value-added finished product in the product portfolio with higher returns, thereby 
adding to growth. 
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The Company, in the process of improving its operational efficiencies, also commissioned a 10 MW Captive Power Plant utilizing the exhaust flue gases from coke 
ovens that will help replacing equivalent amount of expensive grid power which is normally generated through fossil fuels. This will reduce power consumption from 
grid, thereby reducing carbon footprint significantly.

The multiple structural, cost optimisation and growth-related initiatives undertaken during FY 2016-17 will support long-term sustainability and help to attain robust 
top-line and bottom-line results in future, thereby maximising stakeholder value.



*The 91 days shutdown of one of the Mini Blast Furnaces in the Pig Iron Division of the plant, for modernisation, resulted in 12% lower production of hot metal in
FY 2016-17. The DI Pipes division delivered a significant increase of 40% in production in FY 2016-17 as a result of capacity expansion and improved operating 
efficiencies.

At Marketplace
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Mini Blast Furnace startup | Kharagpur, Febuary 2017
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Economic Value Generated
TML – Economic Performance FY 2016-17 with comparatives of previous years: 

 Key Economic Indicator UoM  FY 2014-15  FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 

 Economic value generated  (A) ` L   144,380 141,153 142,757 

 Total Income (Note 1) ` L  144,380 141,153 142,757

 Economic value distributed  (B) ` L 133,467 129,920 131,760

 a. Operating cost ` L 110,709 107,061 108,252

 b.  Employee wages & benefit ` L 6,187 7,199 8,488 

 c. Payment to providers of capital  ` L - - 506

 d. Payment to Government ` L 16,571 15,549 14308

 e. Community investments ` L - 112 205

 Economic value retained (A-B) ` L 10,913 11,233 10,997 

Note 1: Total income = Gross revenue + Other income + Sales Tax

Sales volume (Pig Iron): 199,084 tonnes (FY 2016-17)  Sales volume (DI Pipes): 182,480 tonnes (FY 2016-17)
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Economic Performance in FY 2016-17 with comparatives of last two equivalent years:

Despite a 91 days shutdown of one of the blast furnaces and 12% lower production of hot metal, TML recorded an increase in total revenues in FY 2016-17 to `1,412 
crores from `1,392 crores in the previous year. TML recorded an EBITDA of `225.59 crores for FY 2016-17, which was higher by 3.9% over that of FY 2015-16 
(`217.14 crores). TML also delivered its best ever performance for third year in succession with a net profit after tax of `116.05 crores in FY 2016-17 as against 
`112.27 crores achieved in the previous year. Detailed information are part of the Directors’ Report and the Financial Statements which form part of the
Annual Report for FY 2016-17.

Customer Centricity

We value our customers and their continuing patronage that has helped us reach the leading position that we have in the market.  Customer centricity is intrinsic and 
embedded in our value system for long term sustainability. The focus of our efforts remains to improve relationship with our customers through innovative offerings 
in products & services, ongoing Customer Relationship Management (CRM) programs and customer connect initiatives. 

Our competencies in these various engagements differentiate us from competition and to stay ahead in the marketplace by garnering increased market share of 
business as well as recognitions for value created for customers.

Product Stewardship 

In our quest to create value for our key customers, we realise that in the dynamic and ever-changing market expectations we need to realign ourselves constantly 
to the changing needs in order to realise our vision, to lead the market by “Reaching Tomorrow First”.

 Payment to Government UoM FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

 Corporate tax ` L  2,318   2,602   3,561 

 Sales Tax ` L  2,180   1,972   1,601

 Excise duty & Service Tax `  L  11,092   9,190   7,336

 Customes duty ` L  981   1,785   1,707

 Others ` L   103

 Total `  L  16,571   15,549   14,308 
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 Item UoM FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

 Total Income   ` Cr  1,422 1,392 1,412

 PBT ` Cr 132 138 152

 PAT net off Equity Dividend ` Cr 109 112 110

 EPS ` 43.16 44.40 45.89

 Dividend/share ` - - 2.00

16,571

15,549

14,308

Tax Paid to Government

FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 In `Lakh 



In the process, we also have been conscious of our important sustainability commitments in areas of reducing environmental impacts of our products and
safeguarding health and safety aspects of customers. We rely on world class R&D infrastructure of our parent company, Tata Steel Limited, for carrying out our 
research and development for product and process improvements.

TML is the only Company to have developed a brand in a commodity market for an intermediate product like Pig Iron. Our Pig Iron brand is known as Tata eFee and 
comes with promise of excellent and consistent product quality, timely delivery and technical service for the customer. Tata eFee ensures lower energy requirement 
during re-melting of Pig Iron in foundries in terms of lower consumption of coke and electricity. Therefore reducing the carbon footprint for the customer.

Our DI Pipe brand, Tata Ductura has been developed to have features of being leak proof, easy to install and with high “C” value (therefore less friction loss) resulting 
in greater energy savings during water transportation through these pipes by the customers. It comes with the brand promise of premium quality product and 
excellent pre and post-sale customer support. 

DI Pipes are used for transportation of potable water. To safeguard health and safety aspects of customer the cement that we use for internal pipe lining is WRAS 
certified and we have the relevant certificate issued to us in this regard from the competent authority to ensure that all the components which come in direct contact 
with water are safe for human consumption. 

Product and Service Labelling

All details regarding technical product information details on grade, size and application of the products that we make are explained in our website which is in public 
domain, also in the relevant product brochure and market communication materials.TML maintains stringent industry standards to produce its product adhering to 
physical dimensions, chemical composition and technical delivery conditions.

Each batch of DI Pipe, which is a finished product has an identification code for traceability. Test certificates for quality assurance are issued to customers with each 
batch of DI Pipes. Pig Iron, which is an intermediate product, also has traceability heat number assigned and test certificate with product chemistry is printed on the 
invoice itself.  

Customer Relationship

We have a base of about 1850 customers in B2B (Business to Business), B2G (Business to Government) and B2D (Business to Dealer) categories combined. We deploy 
various approaches to engage with different customers at all stages of the customer lifecycle in a Reach – Acquire – Develop – Retain – Advocacy format.

• We have developed a Customer Service Centre (CSC) for pig iron customers, which help in building and nurturing relationships at multiple stages of engagement  
 process with dedicated account managers on key accounts for customer management

• We have provided a web based platform, on our corporate website, as a mechanism to engage with customers for queries, complaints etc.

• To facilitate our export of DI Pipes, the Company has partners in different regions to liaise with appropriate authorities to obtain local approvals, country-specific  
 quality certification, reach out to potential customers and facilitate in serving them with our products

• Customer visits, plant visits and facility audit with customer groups, act as potent engagement mechanism and relationship building approach

• The senior leadership of the Company regularly interacts with dealers and customers in different forums to get a deep understanding of their current and future  
 needs

Service Response

There is a holistic service response system which addresses queries of suppliers, customers and industry in general. Periodic customer and vendor meets are 
organized to enable free flow of information sharing to improve our customer engagement. For the foundry customers who use Tata Metaliks Pig Iron, there is a 
dedicated Customer Service Centre (CSC) located in the foundry belt of Howrah. CSC is manned by technical experts in foundry technology. CSC provides technical 
services, first of its kind in the Pig Iron industry, with the objective to: 
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• Upgrade the foundry operations

• Improve productivity and reduce rejection levels

• Improve capability and competency of foundry operators

• Facilitate and support production of high value castings

• Address the environmental issues in foundries

Bouquet of services which are provided to the customers for their sustainable development are:

• Melting and charge-mix related services

• Cupola operation and charge-mix optimisation to reduce cost of production and energy consumption

• Optimising production process of induction furnace

• Casting-related services
 • Moulding, methoding and core making
 • Reduction of casting defects

• Consulting services
 • Cupola furnace modification to increase production

• Trouble-shooting

• Training-related services
 • Customised foundry specific training
 • Technical learning through PRAYAS – half-yearly technical bulletin for dissemination of knowledge

• Pollution control-related services

Besides the above, technical seminars are also organised at the Customer Service Centre to share knowledge on technological developments in foundry practices, 
development of green foundry, etc.

Best practices are also shared with the suppliers for making them cost competitive.

Route to Market Communication

At TML, we use different marketing mechanisms to communicate our brand promise across various market segments and customer groups

Our key communication touchpoints include:

• Product brochure 

• Half-yearly technical journal - PRAYAS

• Sharing information on Website

• Social media engagements

• Organising Customer meets

• Organising Dealer meets

• Participation in select trade shows

• Representation in industry seminars - Foundry Congress, AIWWA, CII etc.
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Customer Satisfaction Survey

TML carries out Customer Satisfaction Survey (CSS) through an external agency for its two business units at regular intervals. The study measures customers’ satisfaction 
on various parameters like product quality, pricing, sales services, billing, complaint handling, customer relationship management, branding, communication etc. and 
derives the overall Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) for TML vis-a-vis competing DI pipe manufacturers.  The analysis of scores forms the basis for our necessary 
action plan for improvement in product, services and customer relationship attributes.

The overall CSI for customer satisfaction surveys conducted during FY 2016-17 are as below:

Best of Competition score is not of a single competitor but an aggregate of best competition scores of each attribute. Further, the lower index score of TML in DI Pipe 
category is attributed to the parameters of pricing, sales services and complaint handling which are adequately looked into for remedial action and improvement in 
future.   
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 Business unit  TML  Best of Competition

 Pig Iron   91 86

 DI Pipe 88 89 

Glimpses from customer meets in progress

TATA Ductura brochure Prayas newsletter



Process Flow Diagram of Tata Metaliks Pig Iron Production
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We are in a business, which has a long supply chain from raw materials to finished products involving suppliers, service providers and customers. 

In our sustainability journey, we ensure all materials, processes, products and services are managed responsibly during the entire cycle of operations. Strengthening 
of social and environmental standards in the supply chain management is one of the drivers in this roadmap.

Our supply chain describes the range of activities required to bring a product from raw materials, through the different phases of production involving a combination 
of physical transformation, value addition and input services to delivery to final customers. 

Our Supply Chain

• Inbound supply chain in meeting the needs of input raw materials, stores and spares and also finalize contracts for all types of services

• Outbound supply chain to deliver finished products to customers

In bound supply chain is managed by:

Plant Procurement

The Raw material procurement team ensures timely availability of goods and services for spares & consumables required for our operation. Procurement is made on 
the merit of value-in-use. Vendor performance is evaluated based on timely delivery and quality of compliance. Key service contracts are monitored on a periodic 
basis which involves review of agreed deliverables and resultant course correction.
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Strategic Procurement

As a part of corporate function, strategic procurement is done in areas of raw material, shipping & logistics, in strategic contracts like power, industrial gases etc. 
leveraging competencies and services across the Company under established common governance practices, tighter control and compliance. The function delivers 
responsibility to ensure supply chain security through global supply network and strategic contracting. Structured supplier review is done on contract performance, 
feedback to suppliers, improvement plans and cost reduction initiatives.

Project Procurement

Project procurement is done through a dedicated project team which carries out detailed evaluation, planning and procurement of machinery, capital items and 
related services for various projects time-to-time. 

Supply Chain Sustainability

Our supply chain management process follows several steps to ensure that raw materials of desired quality are procured at competitive costs, and are delivered on 
time. We give utmost importance in this aspect adhering to the procedural norms which include the following:

• Robust vendor registration and contract protocol

• Procurement through approved vendors

• Performance rating of vendors

• Satisfaction survey of vendors pre-despatch inspection

• Flexible sourcing model for coke 

• Value in use study

• Suppliers’ meet for feedback

Additionally, iron ore linkage with Tata Steel ensures sustainable operations. As a regular practice we remain in constant touch with the market to gather information, 
and fine tune our decisions accordingly. 

Supplier Capability Building

To improve our sustainability performance among supply chain partners, collaborative initiatives are taken from time to time based on inputs received from suppliers’ 
meets, industry trends and best practices, vendor satisfaction surveys, knowledge sharing, plant visits etc. 

Code of Conduct for Dealers and Suppliers

To ensure responsible sourcing in our supply chain, we seek to work with suppliers and service providers who can demonstrate that they share similar values and 
adopt ethical standards comparable to our own. All our supplier and dealers are bound by our service code of conduct.

Our value-chain partners are expected to adhere to the principles of Tata Code of Conduct, on products & services, regulatory compliance, bribery & corruption, human 
rights, gifts & hospitality, health & safety, environment, conflict of interest, third party representation, protecting company assets and reporting violations. 
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In Search of New High Ground in Resource Consumption

At TML, we continually pay close attention to improve our manufacturing process efficiencies in the value chain through resource conservation, reuse of by-product, 
investing in best-in-class technology assets and progress towards operational excellence. 

We evaluate the footprint of our products on the basis of inputs as resources, energy use, and outputs as environmental and greenhouse gas emissions, ensuring 
compliance with regulations and voluntary initiatives for product declarations.

Material Efficiency 

Consumption of raw material is given below for Hot Metal production. A portion of Hot Metal is input for Pig Iron manufacturing and rest for Ductile Iron Pipe
production.
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Raw Material for Pig Iron Division  
 FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

Total Total Total
Iron Ore 651256 T 704461 T 618972 T

Manganese ore 9465 T 8487 T 7240 T

Fluxes 157382 T 132684 T 120302 T

Coke (including Coke breeze) 310203 T 322946 T 289613 T

Raw Material for DI Pipe Division 
 FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

Total Total Total
Hot metal 108451 T 131394 T 177573 T

Steel scrap 4998 T 2047 T 79 T

Ferro silicon, Manganese and Zinc 1552 T 1410 T 1808 T

Resin, Hardener, Catalyst and Core Paint 268 KL 281 KL 376 KL

Cement 10003 T 10845 T 14388 T

Sand 20061 T 22790 T 31968 T

Black Bitumen 430 KL 487 KL 620 KL



Our objective is to continuously improve our efficiencies in the production process by reducing the specific consumption of raw materials across the value chain. 
Consumption of raw materials in absolute terms was lower in FY 2016-17 compared to FY 2015-16 due to the 91 days shutdown of one of the blast furnaces for 
modernisation. The BF grade coke, from the coke ovens, has replaced the more expensive coke that used to be purchased earlier; as a result absolute volume of coke 
consumption has gone down in FY 2016-17. With modernisation and upgradation of the blast furnace and commissioning of the coke plant, specific consumption of 
raw materials will reduce considerably in the future, thereby reducing our overall carbon footprint.

We focus on creating value from recycling and judicious use of by-products and waste in our entire value chain to optimise material consumption. Substantial portion 
of the wastes generated in the plant including iron ore fines, coke breeze, gas cleaning plant dust & sludge etc. are recycled in the sinter plant to produce sinter for 
consumption in the blast furnaces.

Highlights of process efficiency measures introduced by operations: 

• MBF#1 rebuilt and modernised into state-of-the-art furnace with features like bell-less top charging system, stave coolers, close loop water circuit, cyclone
 separator etc. which will reduce the coke rate and improve other process efficiencies

• Improved ladle maintenance and runner maintenance practices for increasing the hot metal to pig iron yield

• Upgradation of blowers in MBF#2 resulting in increase in blowing capacity, leading to improved productivity

• Consistent procurement of better quality coke (at competitive prices) to ensure consistency of input raw material

• Reduction of coke consumption by using pyroxenite instead of dolomite as a source of MgO in sinter plant

• Improving sinter plant productivity by adding quick lime in sintering process

• Improving sinter plant availability by working on MTTF & MTBF and developing of Indian vendors for Chinese supply spare parts

• Increasing furnace temperature through air preheater and thereby improving physical quality of sinter (Tumbler Index)

• Use of Anthracite coal for reducing fuel rate of sinter

• Optimisation of hot metal silicon to lower coke rates and improve productivity

• Reduction of silicon content of treated metal from 1.80% from 2.25% in DIP operation

• Circulation of less number of ladles also reduced generation of skull
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Material Recycled Back into Process

We have recycled in sinter plant iron ore fines and coke fines generated in the blast furnace.
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 Material Recycled Back Into Process  FY 2014-15  FY 2015-16  FY 2016-17 

 Solid waste recycled (%)  85.2 89.5 92.2

By-products Used

TML gainfully utilises all by-products generated in the plant. Granulated slag produced in the blast furnaces is sold to cement plants for cement manufacturing. Scrap 
generated in hot metal production and DI Pipe production is sold to foundries who consume them gainfully for manufacturing castings. Blast furnace gas generated 
as by-product in the furnace is used as fuel in hot blast stoves as well as for generation of power in captive power plant. Waste heat from the coke oven flue gas is 
utilised to generate 10 MW of power which has replaced equivalent amount of grid power that is normally generated through fossil fuel also reducing our overall 
carbon footprint.

Waste Utilisation

We consumed all accumulated wastes of previous years after the sinter plant was constructed and commissioned. Now, it has become a standard practice to consume 
in sinter plant almost all solid waste generated in various processes.

Utilization of waste is being practiced and promoted in every possible operation. Most of the solid waste is recycled in sinter plant.

Energy Efficiency 

As a policy, TML has adopted energy performance objectives, to be a part of a national mission for mitigating climate change issues by adhering to statutory
compliances and by adopting technologies for efficient energy control and operational practices for energy conservation.

Energy consumption within organization 

At TML, total energy source is mostly from conventional sources. Almost 77% of electrical energy consumed is generated through waste gas from blast furnaces
(6.76 MW) and from waste heat from coke oven gas (10MW), thereby reducing grid power consumption of equivalent amount. A newly commissioned 10 MW captive 
power plant based on coke oven gas has been commissioned in FY 2016-17. Therefore, total captive generation of power in the plant (non-fossil fuel based)
is 16.76 MW.

Our performance target for energy intensity is set at 10% reduction against FY17 figures by FY20 for hot metal and 5% reduction against FY17 figures by FY20 for 
DI Pipe business.
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Energy Efficiency Initiative

Our different energy conservation initiatives have led to reduction in electrical loads, thermal consumption and abatement of greenhouse gas emission. Energy 
conservation continues to be a material issue for our manufacturing plants.

Specifically for the period under report, salient energy efficiency measures taken include:

• Rebuilding MBF#1 with modern features like bell-less top charging for reduction in coke rate

• Optimisation of hot metal silicon to lower coke rate

• Installation of air pre heater in MBF#2 for increasing hot blast temperature and hence coke rate reduction. 

• Use of anthracite coal for reduction of fuel rate in sinter plant

• Two crucible operation of induction furnace instead of three crucible whenever possible, to reduce energy consumption

• Single ladle for metal distribution in casting operation and reduction of cycle time 

• Reduction of energy consumption in annealing process by Single Zone Firing, uniform charging rate and control of metal chemistry

• Reduction of annealing temperature from average 995°C  to average 925°C after reducing manganese content in pipes 

• Reduction in oil consumption in annealing furnace by maintaining lower treatment temperature and uniform pipe loading

 Period Total Energy Consumption Specific Energy Consumption

  (GJ/Year) (GJ/t of hot metal)

 FY 2014-15 8336880 20.42

 FY 2015-16  8630249  19.91

 FY 2016-17 7815450 20.46 (*)

(*) During FY 2016-17, there was a 91 days shut-down of one of the blast furnaces for capital repair which resulted in lower hot metal production, thereby adversely affecting our parameters.

Pig Iron Division

 Period Total Energy Consumption Specific Energy Consumption

  (GJ/Year) (GJ/t of DI pipe)

 FY 2014-15 153320 1.4 

  FY 2015-16  159448 1.21 

 FY 2016-17 174849 0.93

DI Pipe Division



Renewable Energy Initiatives 

In our pursuit to follow different energy conservation initiatives, renewable energy is a key focus area from cost and a climate change point of view.

We have taken various steps for the use of solar energy at different levels:

• Over the years a total of 25 solar street lights have been installed at various locations within the plant to reduce power cost and carbon footprint

• We realise that production of electricity from fossil fuels results in carbon emission with potential to cause global warming and adverse effect on climate change.  
 This also adds to carbon footprints of the organisation

To mitigate the impact caused to environment, in a significant step, TML is examining the proposal to install an onsite solar power generation facility of 150 KW 
capacity. If viable, the project will be taken up for implementation in the next financial year.
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 Maintaining 0.9 8 power factor  and  PF 147.3 NA NA
 gain rebate on account of power improved.
 factor from WBSEDCL 0.98

 Maintaining load factor above 75%  LF  204.8 NA NA
 (avg.)  and gain rebate on account improved.
 of power factor from WBSEDCL 75%.

 Installation of VVFDat sinter plant 28000 kWh 2.0 NA NA
 bag filter fans 

 Reduction of coke rate by NA NA 33174099 MJ 175
 increasing HBT from 980°C to    
 1030°C by installing waste heat recovery
 system from MBF#2 stove
 (BFG & combustion air preheater)

 Installation of LED lights to 68219 kWh 6.7  NA NA
 Optimize Illumination level in TML  (56 locations)
  

 Installation of VVFD at CPP1 294000 kWh 20.6 NA NA
 & 2 FD fan

 Project Initiative    Annual Electrical Savings   Annual Thermal Savings
     Achieved    Achieved 

   Units   ` lakhs  Units  ` lakhs



TML acknowledges that businesses have a significant role to play in combating climate change and as part of the Tata group, it continues to play a significant role in 
taking corporate action to abate several factors in addressing the issue. Some of the actions taken are:

• Use of by-products like blast furnace gas as fuel for heating requirements (hot blast stoves, ladle heating etc.) to reduce consumption of fossil fuel

• Use of by-products like blast furnace gas and waste heat from coke oven flue gas to generate electricity and reduce grid power (normally generated through   
 fossil fuel) consumption 

• Process improvement to conserve energy and natural resources

• Enhancing energy efficiency through use of superior technology

• Energy audit assessment 

• Strict compliance with Ministry of Environment Forest and Climate Change (MoEF&CC) and other regulatory authorities, other norms for our plant

• Generating awareness to promote energy conservation 

Our energy efficient operating practices have helped to lower energy intensity in our manufacturing process, optimise production cost and reduce carbon footprint. 

Driven by the Tata Group climate change agenda and to steer forward our environment policy, we focus on low carbon management, GHG monitoring and mitigation, 
better environment management through greenery development, pollution control, waste management and waste water recycling as key elements in our sustainability 
roadmap to reduce environmental footprint.

A capital expenditure on Energy & Environment Initiatives amounting to `7.71 Crores in FY 2016-17, has resulted in significant favourable impact in the years to 
come.

Reducing Carbon Footprint

Due to our consistent initiatives over the last few years, we were able to reduce CO2 emissions intensity consistently. The statistics here below demonstrate our 
performance in total carbon emission and per tonne of production basis, made over the years.

Carbon Emission

The operating units in our plant that significantly contribute to the CO2 emissions directly are coke ovens, sinter plant, blast furnaces, melting shop  etc. Logistics and 
movement of raw materials, delivery of finished goods and employee commute are the indirect activities for emission sources.
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L I V I N G 
S U S T A I N A B L Y

GHG emissions data reported in this report comprise of both Scope 1 and Scope 2 emission i.e direct GHG emissions & indirect emissions of grid power purchased in our case. 

Scope 1 emission primarily comprises of carbon rate from coke consumption, fuel consumption (HSD and LPG). For Scope 2 emission grid power consumption has been considered.

 Indicator UoM FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

 Total carbon emission t CO2e (for PI Division)   876,556 896,468 813,621

  t CO2e (for DIP Division) 4,265 4,502 5,038
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(*) 2016-17 figure was high due to a 91 days shut-down of one of the blast furnaces for capital repair resulting in lower hot metal production.

As given in the figures, the CO2 intensity for TML has reduced in measure of CO2e /t of Hot Metal and DI Pipes over the last 3 years.

Reduction In Emission

The amount of significant GHG emissions reductions achieved, in tons of CO2 equivalent, as a direct result of our initiatives undertaken for the reporting period is as 
shown below.

We have been also consistently working towards containing emissions through efficient manufacturing process and use of cleaner fuels.

SOx, NOx and Other Significant Air Emissions

Particulate Matter (PM), Sulphur Oxides (SOx) and Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx) constitute other significant air emissions out of our manufacturing activities. Containment 
of these atmospheric emissions from our operations is one of our priorities in sustainability management. 

We regularly measure and report our emissions performance to the concerned pollution control board for statutory compliances and follow procedural norms of
ISO 14001 for betterment control.

 Project Initiatives in FY 2016-17 GHG emission
  reduction / avoidance (t CO2e/year)

 Installation of VVFD at sinter plant bag filter fans  27.44

 Reduction of coke rate by increasing HBT from 980°C 3720.6
  to1030°C by installing waste heat recovery system  
 from MBF#2 stove (BFG & combustion air pre-heater) 

 Installation of LED lights to optimize  66.855
 illumination level in TML - 56 locations

 Installation of VVFD at CPP1& 2 FD fan 288.12

 Indicator UoM FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

 Carbon CO2e/t of Hot Metal  2.15 2.07 2.13*
 emission (Pig Iron) 
 intensity

 
 t CO2e/ t of DI Pipe 0.04 0.03 0.027
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In the current report the point source emission (in concentration) from different processes is considered. This covers major processes of the Pig Iron & Ductile Iron 
plant units. The sampling methodology follows CPCB (Central Pollution Control Board), Emission Regulation (Part III), relevant IS & USEPA standard for particulate,  SO2 
& NO2 measurement.  

Suitable de-dusting systems like Bag Filters & ESPs are in place to control the emissions. Adequate stack height is being maintained for all point source emission.
24x7 online monitoring facility has been provided for all the stacks. A dedicated team is present for regular maintenance of these air pollution control devices.

For fugitive emission, suitable dust extraction and suppression systems like dry fog, high pressure fog, sprinkling systems are in place for material handling units and 
road side suppression.

 DI Pipes Division FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

 
Stack Name

 SO2 NOx SO2 NOx SO2 NOx

  (mg/Nm3) (mg/Nm3) (mg/Nm3) (mg/Nm3) (mg/Nm3) (mg/Nm3)

 Annealing Furnace < 3.4 306 < 3.4 11 < 3.4 14
 Desulphurisation/Deslagging  < 3.4 310 < 3.4 Below Detectable Limit < 3.4 Below Detectable Limit

 Mg treatment   < 3.4 331 < 3.4 Below Detectable Limit < 3.4 Below Detectable Limit
 Annealing Boiler < 3.4 337 < 3.4 Below Detectable Limit < 3.4 Below Detectable Limit

 Annealing Sand Cleaning < 3.4 324 < 3.4 Below Detectable Limit < 3.4 Below Detectable Limit

 Zinc Coating (small) < 3.4 321 < 3.4 Below Detectable Limit < 3.4 Below Detectable Limit

 Zinc Coating (big) < 3.4 324 < 3.4 Below Detectable Limit < 3.4 Below Detectable Limit

 PI Division  FY 2014-15   FY 2015-16   FY 2016-17

 
Stack Name

 SO2  NOx SO2  NOx SO2  NOx

  (mg/Nm3)  (mg/Nm3) (mg/Nm3)  (mg/Nm3) (mg/Nm3)  (mg/Nm3)

 Boiler Common Stack 125.14  98.47 114  87 <2.6  101.0

 Stove – 1  109.97  89.26 99.47  94.6 <2.6  112.0
 Stove – 2 110.34  86.88 86  85 <2.6  109.0

 DG 1 212.54  121.28 <3.4  126.9 4.73  82.0
 DG 2 204.54  125.42 172  131 4.7  85.0



Air Pollution Control Measures Undertaken

As part of our daily operations, we remain vigilant to maintain the quality of our environment. We make sure and allow only such heavy vehicles and trucks inside 
the plant premises which have valid PUC certificates. 

We prevent dust build up arising out of vehicular movement within the plant area by installation of water sprinklers for spraying waste water and concreting the 
roads. The measure of SOx, NOx and SMP levels are regularly reported, displayed every day and reviewed on a quarterly basis.

The other significant measures undertaken for air pollution abatement measures are:

• Installation of waste water sprinklers at stock yard, screening plant, railway yard and major roads in the plant for dust suppression

• Dry fog dust suppression system at RMHS to reduce fugitive emission

• High pressure fog system at RMHS #2

• Installation of automated dry fog dust suppression system at coke drying unit

Pollution Control Audit Measures

At TML pollution control measures are followed stringently for statutory compliances. We strictly adhere to WBPCB environment performance conditions and rules.

In addition, for continual improvement to control and reduce environmental aspects including prevention of pollution we abide by ISO 14001 procedural guidelines.
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Respecting Biodiversity

TML’s current operation is not located in or around any of the identified or notified biodiversity hotspots or protected water bodies.

TML, in sync with its policy to preserve and develop ecosystems has however, conducted a detailed green belt survey & mapping for the entire area.  In conformity 
with the regulatory requirements, primarily the MOEF&CC, we maintain adequate green belt cover of 33% for the containment of air pollution in the surrounding 
environment to minimize the impacts of our operations in the neighbourhood.

We realize the importance of green cover acting as a sink for carbon sequestration. We have always actively promoted sapling plantation programmes to enhance the 
greenery in our surroundings and have created multiple water bodies within our plant premises to store rainwater. 

The figures in the table below show how our green area has been increased over the years in the form of sapling plantations, lawn area coverage and overall garden 
landscaping.

Water Conservation

Our manufacturing process is water intensive. We require large quantities of water in various operations all over the plant, power generation, gas cleaning, slag 
granulation and for various other processes. That apart, water is also used for various non-industrial activities (domestic purposes).

We recognise that water is a precious natural resource which plays an important role in manufacturing operations. We realise the challenges in balancing the 
increased industrial activities and our responsibility to optimise water consumption. Regulatory requirements also mandate us to ensure efficient and judicious 
management of water.

We have taken a number of steps for water conservation including waste water utilisation and rainwater harvesting in our quest for minimum water consumption. 

Our water requirements are met through ground water. Over the years we have progressively reduced ground water consumption in our operations. 

In order to further reduce our dependence on ground water resource, we have established rainwater harvesting facilities.

• Rainwater harvesting near the Administrative Building using roof water of the building, security barracks and the surrounding area

• Rainwater harvesting project beside the Central Store using surface water from nearby drains

 Indicator UoM  FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

 Tree saplings planted Number  3260 3750 1050

 Lawn area m2  250 650 1500

 Garden landscaping m2  550 1550 1600

Tree Plantation  
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We have carried out studies to determine water-related risks pertaining to our operations. In our plant operation area, a water retention pond has been created to 
store both surface and rooftop rainwater runoffs, sufficient  enough  to  collect  the  rainwater from  entire  catchment  of  the plant area. The total quantity of
rainwater which can be stored in the rainwater harvesting pond is 0.03 million m3.

We have decreased water intensity of our operations from 2.09 m3/t of hot metal in FY 2014-15 to 1.98 m3/t of hot metal in FY 2015-16. There was an increase in 
FY 2016-17 due to a 91 days shut-down of one of the blast furnaces for capital repair resulting in lower hot metal production which adversely affected the indicators 
in our Pig Iron division.

The DI Pipe business showed considerable reduction in water intensity from 1.97 m3/t of DI Pipe in FY 2014-15 to 1.36 m3/t of DI Pipe in FY 2016-17.

(*) During FY 2016-17, there was a 91 days shut-down of one of the blast furnaces for capital repair which resulted in lower hot metal production, thereby adversely 
affecting our parameters.
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 Indicator UoM  FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

 Water recycled Cum/d  710 800 1650 

 Recycled as  percentage of %  23 26 51
 make-up water requirement

Water Source 

Our water requirement in the plant at Kharagpur is met by ground water source through bore-wells. In FY 2016-17 we consumed 1149744 m3/year of water for
our operations

Water Recycling Measures

We realise, one effective way to reduce water intake is by reusing it. Hence, various water re-use and recycling measures have been undertaken to reduce pressure 
on ground water demand. We have progressively increased the proportion of water used from recycled source in our operation unit plant at Kharagpur. 

We constantly evaluate means to effectively use and conserve water, find improvements in our water conservation practices in our continuous effort
to reduce our water footprint.
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Our manufacturing plant has taken various initiatives to reduce the fresh water consumption that include:

• Recirculation of waste water through MBF#1 & MBF#2 waste water pond and use in slag granulation, pig casting machine and road dust suppression

• Re-use of captive power plant waste water (200 m3/day approx.) in slag granulation, pig casting machine and operating water sprinkler for dust suppression

• Re-use of waste water from main drain near plant material gate for road water spraying

• Installation of waste water sprinklers at stock yard, screening plant, railway yard and major plant roads, for dust suppression

• Dry fog dust suppression system in raw material handling system to reduce fugitive emission

• Installation of float valves and level controller installation at water tanks to stop the water overflow and avoid manual operation

• Fixing nozzles and hand sprinklers at gardens and different plant locations for water consumption reduction

• High pressure fog system at RMHS #2

• Installation of automated dry fog dust suppression system at coke drying unit

• Another 650-700 m3/day capacity waste water treatment plant is in process of commissioning  

Waste & Effluent Management 

Our plant has been designed on the concept of zero discharge as far as process water is concerned. Water is recycled only after primary treatment followed by 
chemical dosing in some of the cases. We do not discharge any waste water to any water body. We are committed to adequately treat the effluents and strictly monitor 
the water at make-up points to ensure minimum discharge for conserving the environment and sustainability of natural resources.

Effluent Discharge

Constructive measures are taken for treatment and recycling of effluents to ensure maximum usage of waste water. Two effluent treatment plants have been installed 
in finishing line 3 of the DI Pipes plant and at CPP#3, to ensure the maximum usage of waste water. 

Waste Management

In order to reduce our waste footprint, we follow the policy of value extract from by-products especially from solid wastes produced in the manufacturing chain of 
our operations through the process of 3R – Recover, Recycle and Re-use. 

• Wastes and by-products generated during our operations include coke fines, iron ore fines, sludge, granulated slag, dust, scrap etc. 

• Granulated slag which accounts for a majority of by-products, is sold for cement manufacturers. Coke fines are used in the sinter plant

• Waste like flue dust from air pollution control device and sludge from Gas Cleaning Plant (GCP) is used in the sinter plant for sintering process

• Hazardous waste is disposed through authorised waste agency. In addition, plastic waste is also disposed through outsourced agency and e-wastes are disposed  
 through buy back mode through certified agencies
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 Operation Type of Waste Generated by Weight Disposal Method
    Utilised (%) 
 PI Division Type A Hazardous – Oil 12077 kg Sold to authorized
    Recycler - 100%  

  Type B etc. 241082.19 MT recycled / reutilized
    within unit  - 45% 
  Non Hazardous – Process Solid  Sold outside - 51% 

 DI Pipes Division Type A Hazardous – Zinc Dust 237.64 MT Sold to authorized recycler - 100% 

  Type B etc. 7217 MT Recycled / reutilized within unit - 10%

  Non Hazardous – Process Solid  Land filling - 89%
    Storage at site - 1-2%

 Initiatives `lakhs
 De-dusting System for Zinc coating (Fin-3), cutting/Internal grinding of DI Pipes plant  140

 Existing ETP ( sludge drying bed extension) modification of DI Pipes plant  20

 New ETP installation & commissioning of DI Pipes Plant  387

 Eco-friendly Heating system (LPG Bank) DI Pipes Plant  83

 Bag filter modification work & monitoring of PI Plant  4

 Dust suppression system at RMHS, coke drying unit of PI Plant  27

 Industrial waste water treatment plant at PI Plant  15

 Drain & vat cleaning at waste water treatment plant at PI plant  8

 Road sweeping & water spraying with mobile tanker  6

 Cleaning of sludge tank & re-using at sinter plant  7

 Road construction at 10 MW power plant (CPP3) site  30

 Yard development at coke shed area  24

 Development and maintenance of greeneries  20

 TOTAL 771

At TML, we abide by all necessary statutory requirements with respect to environmental management and performance. Our regular internal monitoring ensures strict 
adherence to the guidelines of the statutory bodies.

There was no incidence of significant spills during the period. We do not transport any type of waste, hazardous or non-hazardous outside India. 

Further, no monetary or non-monetary fines or restrictions were imposed on the organisation during the reporting period. 

Solid Waste Generated & Utilised by Operational Units

The data table shows the figures of the solid waste generated and utilised by operational units for the period under report:

Expenditure on Environment Protection 

The total investment for the TML Kharagpur plant on environment account for the FY 2016-17 amounted to `771 lakhs on the following initiatives:



At TML, our management policies are designed to inculcate the practice of “people first” to put human resource at the centre of our commitment. Our ambition is to 
remain the “employer of choice” by providing all our employees equal opportunity, equity and fairness in employee dealings and a culture of openness, trust
and diversity. 

It remains our constant endeavour to nurture our human resources, through a well-planned structured process of learning and training, to develop their potential and 
improve productivity. 

TML also seeks to improve the quality of life of the employees by providing a safe and conducive workplace, adequate healthcare protection, fair and rewarding pay 
structure, opportunity to participate in social work and above all, a holistic work-life balance

The Company has adopted policies and concomitant guidelines on Human Resource Management - to ensure a workplace that is gender inclusive, safe, fair and free 
of any kind of harassment, intimidation or exploitation and on privacy. It is committed to protect the privacy of individuals in business and professional activities. 
The policies are available on the Company’s website at www.tatametaliks.com.

Human Resource at the Centre of Our Commitment

TML takes pride in believing in its people as the primary source of its competitiveness. 

The Company is an equal opportunity employer with no prejudice, discrimination in providing employment and/or other benefits on the basis of cast, creed, gender 
and ethnicity. Our workforce is a diverse mix representing people from all regions of the country.

Our well established management system of performance appraisal, reward and recognition and welfare support helps to create an integrated work culture. The ratio 
of entry level wage of skilled employee to minimum wage is 1.16 in our Kharagpur plant.

TML ensures that its workforce, permanent and contractual, receive all statutory social security benefits and health benefits as per their entitlement.

Permanent Employee Headcount as on 31 March, 2017

During the period under report we had an intake of 141 new joinees across all disciplines and grades. Our employee attrition rate was 4.12%.

Workforce Diversity & Inclusion

As a value driven company, we encourage diversity of background in our workforce and in our leadership team as part of our inclusive work culture.

At TML, we consciously work towards encouraging equality in our operations and in management positions. TML has a dedicated Diversity Officer who develops, 
implements and monitors programs that promote diversity and inclusion to attract, retain and promote a diverse workforce for the organization. Diversity and 
inclusion initiatives are designed to consider the unique needs of the organization. The Company is making efforts on diversity and cross- cultural inclusion programs, 
establishing best practices and identifying programs to remove barriers that affect retention and advancement.
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D E V E L O P I N G
S U S T A I N A B L Y

 Category  FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 

 Total  959 1028 1166
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Our relatively young and diverse workforce consists of 67% below 40 years of age.

Gender:

Affirmative Action (AA) Category Representation:

The workforce also fairly represents the underprivileged section of the society of SC/ST categories

Workplace Amity

We fully recognize the importance of freedom of association, the right to organise and collective bargaining. At TML, our workforce is categorised under permanent 
employees on roll and contractual employees. Of the total permanent workforce, 16% were unionized employees in FY 2016-17. The proportion of unionized employ-
ees in the permanent workforce has increased to about 60% in FY 2017-18 as the DI Pipes division has now a recognized union. The unionized employees work in a 
mutual trust-based cordial relationship with the company management.

We encourage consultation for free flow of interaction, opinion and participation from all levels of our workforce and labour union with the management on key 
issues as agreed upon in the collective agreement of relevant legislation and wage. 

 Category Age (%)

  <  30 years 31-40 years 41-50 years > 50 years

 Employees on roll 26 41 23 10

 Category Number %

 Women employee  - all 22 2

 Women employee  - officers 18 6

 Category Total AA employees AA employees as % of total

 Number of employees on roll  1166 125 10

 Contractor’s workforce 2492 772 31

Employee Profile as on March 31, 2017

Age:



Due to management’s continuously engaged relationship and prompt settlement of issues, there has been no production loss caused by workforce related industrial 
relations issue problems during the reporting period.

We strictly adhere to our policy of having no child labour at our workplaces and do not use forced labour in any form.  

Tata Code of Conduct embodies our policy to respect human rights and the dignity of all our stakeholders. In our operations, human rights are promoted through 
various mechanisms. Our employees are made aware of different human rights aspects pertaining to child labour, forced labour, non-discrimination, freedom of 
association, safe work environment and health & safety. All our vendors & suppliers are also communicated about the compliance need to human right issues and 
audited from time to time.

Grievance Mechanisms and Remediation

At TML, we believe in having a free-access culture to enable free flowing grievance redressal for our employees. The Company has put in place an effective grievance 
redressal mechanism under its workforce engagement mechanism to deal with concerns in areas of labour, human rights, environment, safety, diversity and equal 
opportunity and remuneration. Grievances are captured through various sources - morning meetings, grievance forms, one-to-one interaction, email, IT enabled 
kiosks at various locations, etc. The grievances are collated, monitored, analysed and feedback is provided to concerned employees.  Significant and material issues 
are referred to the HR apex committee for policy decisions. Employee concerns and grievances are analysed on a case-to-case basis within a defined timeline to 
ensure a definite redressal.

Employee Capability Building

We consciously strive to attract and retain the best people in the industry. As stated in our HR policy, we endeavour to develop employee potential, capabilities and 
maximise their productivity.

Career drivers like progression opportunities, learning through challenges, employee volunteerism, reward & recognition, access to leadership and social approbation, 
in line with Tata Group values and principles, keep our workforce motivated and engaged.

Our strategic HR planning originates from our long-term business plans. We align our skill set requirements so as to plan our HR initiatives accordingly for capacity 
and capability building of our workforce.   

The process of alignment of workforce to organisations’ need ensures workforce continuity and prepares them to tackle the changing needs of the organisation.
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Workplace Environment

At TML, we are fully committed to provide a conducive work environment which is safe, healthy and secure in terms of adequate infrastructure and facilities by:

• Providing healthy work environment, especially in the manufacturing location to reduce the impact of environmental and allied factors

• Ensuring safety in workplaces, road and rail movement in and around plant area

• Security coverage in workplaces, restricted access to workplaces, IT security and safety for women. Effective security management system equipped with CCTV  
 facility and ready response preparedness for eventualities

• Ensuring environment compliances in plant and office areas

• Essential amenities with adequate provisions of the governing regulations and best practices of the Tata Group

Continuous improvement in these areas is ensured through ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 compliances.

Learning and Development at TML

Learning & development needs for capability and capacity building of our manpower are determined in the integrated HR planning framework in line with the short 
and long terms plans of the Company. Employee’s individual competency development plans are addressed using people development architecture.

Our integrated HR system addresses the developmental needs of all segments of our people – officers, supervisors & workmen, contract workmen and encompasses 
coverage of all key organizational requirements of skill, competency building, development of knowledge, improving customer focus, health, safety,  environment and 
business ethics - contributing to Company’s overall performance improvement.

Developmental needs of all Officers are identified during Talent Review Forum, and for their competency based training need, through the involvement of external 
expertise. 

Training requirements for supervisors and workmen are determined through skill matrix identification, whereby plans are developed on critical training needs for 
current and future needs and enhanced capability building, keeping in view any planned technological changes and business growth prospects of the organisation. 

During the period under report, we have performed training as per the following table:

Overall: 
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 Training  FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

 Training man-hours  8991 11047 11370

 Employees trained  726 805 912

 Coverage %  76% 78% 78%



Specific:

The training conducted across the human resource ladder in the organisation takes into consideration the level based specific needs for continual improvement, 
competency upskilling, behavioural awareness in Company’s code of conduct practices and safety rules. 

Evaluation of Learning and Development Effectiveness

It is important for us to evaluate the learning and development effectiveness of the trainings imparted, so that based on the outcome future trainings can be designed.

We use the three stages of Kirkpatrick Model in this regard, comprising of feedback assimilation through:

• Reaction evaluation from feedback collected from participants at the end of the program in standard feedback form

• Learning evaluation through pre and post tests

• Behaviour evaluation by taking feedback from the head of the department after three months of training

Performance Management & Progression

The organization abides by a high performance culture led by a management system to plan – review – evaluate performance of employees through SMART objective 
setting and KPI goals. 

The process articulation of the Performance Management System (PMS) ensures assessment of performance with objectivity and recognition of meritorious 
performance. A structured PMS is followed for non-officer category also.
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 Management Safety,Technical,  12.09 4.46 14.55 4.60 10.63 5.56
  Behavioural,
  Analytical           
 Non- Management  7.46 1.50 8.07 4.00 8.97 8.00

 Contractors’  Safety, TCoC,  
3.24 5.03 6.39 Workers Behavioural   

 Apprentice Trainees Safety, TCoC 0 42.00 42.00 
  

 Average Training Man-Hours     

 Category Type of Training                    FY  2014-15                               FY 2015-16                                 FY 2016-17

   Male Female Male Female Male Female



 

The key features of PMS include:

• Goal setting of objectives

• Mid-term review for achievements

• Talent review with respect to individual’s performance and development plan

• Learning need assessment for training exposure need          

• Reward based on performance appraisal and talent review rating

The systematic deployment of these processes helps us to inculcate a strong performance culture, in sync with Company’s overall objective, thereby ensuring
employee work deliveries and development of a productive workforce. 

Work-life Balance

We make conscious and ongoing efforts to encourage a healthy lifestyle balance in our workplaces. The Company provides facilities and organizes various cultural 
events, games and activities to promote work-life balance for employees and workmen. 

The important activities as part of the Company’s welfare calendar include: 

• Vishwakarma Puja celebration, annual picnic, annual sports events

• Recreation room  for employees and workmen 

• Family get-together on New Year and beginning of financial year

• Various inter-departmental sports events

Talent Acquisition & Nurture 

We have an ongoing strategy to build and maintain the internal talent pipeline. This is done through an effective practice of Talent Acquisition and Retention process.

Talent acquisition at different work segments are mobilized through various communication processes of open advertisement, campus hiring, Tata Group transfers 
etc. screened through an appropriate written test, on-line application systems, interviews etc. On recruitment, the structured process of induction, job readiness 
exposure and retention engagements take place. 
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Employees engaged in various sporting activities organized by TML



For career progression in the organisation, talent review, performance based rewards, benchmarking with competitors’ compensation, people development through 
capacity and competency enhancement training, job rotation, induction in succession planning process wherever suitable are the measures undertaken to fulfill 
employee’s career progression and aspiration needs to ensure an effective retention process. 

Employee Satisfaction Survey

Employee engagement is an area of significant importance to TML. The Company uses various formal and informal methods of assessment to get an understanding of 
effectiveness of engagement interventions and satisfaction. In accordance, action and development measures are planned for improvement.  

To assess the employee engagement for officers, supervisors and workmen, Aon Hewitt Employee Engagement Study is conducted every alternate year.

An Employee Satisfaction Survey using Spector’s instrument is conducted every year, to evaluate the satisfaction measures for supervisors and workmen. The Employee 
Satisfaction score for FY 2016-17 was 66% as compared to 65% in FY 2015-16 and 62% in FY 2014-15.

The contract employee satisfaction is ascertained through Contract Employee Satisfaction Survey (CESS). The CESS shows a score of 87% in FY 2016-17 compared to 
83% on FY 2015-16.

Safety and Occupational Health 

In line with our Group vision, Health and Safety remains our top most priority. Our continued efforts, aimed at enhancing safety standards and processes to minimize 
safety risks and reduce health hazards, are aligned with our focus to be the industry benchmark. TML’s slogan on safety is “Your safe return to your family”.

TML’s integrated policy on Environment, Safety, Health and Quality along with personal commitment demonstrated by senior leaders drives the safety culture in the 
organisation. Strong focus is given on enhancing the behavioural safety of the entire workforce including employees of service providers. Safe working culture is 
further strengthened through communication and review at various forums.

We train our people to work safely and are committed to continual improvement in our Safety and Occupational Health performance. At TML, every work is assessed 
with respect to its safety, hazard quotient and carried out as per procedural norms, checklists, work permits and using necessary personal protective equipment.       

We adhere to safety requirements as stipulated in the Factories Act as a benchmark and go much beyond compliances in our management standards and systems.  

Both the manufacturing divisions are certified for OHSAS 18001 for Safety and Occupational Health Management Systems. Strict compliance to regulatory practices, 
periodic training and evacuation drills support the improvement initiatives in the areas of safety and health.

Safety culture is reinforced through implementation of Environment, Safety, Health and Quality policy and commitment and accountability of the senior leadership. 
Safety is ensured through a three tier structure as follows:

• Apex SHE committee to develop plan, review performances and ensure statutory requirements 

• Safety councils for incident investigation and contractor’s safety 

• Divisional implementation committees responsible for implementation of action plans

These committees and councils, chaired by our senior leadership including Managing Director, review the Company’s safety & health performance results on a periodic 
basis for effective governance of meeting expectations, progress and making policy decisions.

TML has adopted DuPont 6 Point Safety Contact system to introduce behavioural safety contact system and implemented consequence management policy for officers, 
supervisors and contractors, to deal with any transgression on safety behaviour.
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Safety Excellence Journey 

TML has embarked upon Safety Excellence Journey (SEJ) which has the following salient features: 

Safety Training

 Safety trainings include:

• Behaviour safety 

• Safety induction, standards and processes

• Job specific personal safety trainings

To ensure a culture of safety, training on safety is mandatory for all employees, visitors and contractual employees before entering Company premises. 

Toolbox meetings are conducted every day at various shop floor locations especially at contractors’ working site to communicate the hazards and general safety of 
the plant.

The shop floor employees are involved into the safety culture facilitated by the union representatives of divisional safety committees.

Safety Communication

Employees are engaged on matters relating to safety and health through various communication forums like  review meetings, mass meetings, tool box meetings, 
Kaizens, QCC projects, housekeeping competitions, Safety Day programs, ‘Shabashi’ recognition and instant rewards, ‘Astitva’ training for contract employees and 
similar initiatives on various aspects of safety. 

Employees are empowered to raise safety and health related concerns and also to stop unsafe work, if required.

Contractor Safety Management

Contractor safety is addressed through Contractor Safety Management Standard. The process starts from vendor registration process where competent and qualified 
contractors are engaged.

Safety training is mandatory and followed by specific safety adherence rules at the functional levels. Safety awareness of contract workforce is improved through 
regular safety training, daily tool box meetings and monthly mass meetings. Participation in suggestion management, mass meetings and ‘Shabashi’ recognition 
improve their involvement in Company’s safety culture.

Incident Reporting and Learning

We follow a direct and immediate reporting process of LTIs, serious safety incidents and first aid cases through an online system.

All first aid and serious incidents are investigated by a panel consisting of persons from operations, maintenance, projects, safety and IR. 

Cause analysis is done through organisational process and tools & recommendations for actions are made. Learning and actions out of the incidents are implemented 
in two modes - those of generic nature are deployed horizontally across the organization while area specific actions are implemented at the respective places.
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Emergency Preparedness

The Company has deployed on-site emergency and disaster recovery plan across the organization for emergency responsiveness and crisis management for any 
potential consequence scenarios. 

Emergency plans are tested and rehearsed at predetermined intervals. Senior management and other authorised personnel are designated to assume overall
responsibility at the time of crisis on the site. They are assisted by personnel and divided into three teams:

• Response team, headed by Operation in-charge and assisted by Plant Operators/Shift in-charges, is responsible to report and contain any situation that may arise  
 by taking appropriate corrective action

• Combat team, headed by Maintenance/Operation Shift in-charge and assisted by representatives of plant operators, personnel from Electrical and Mechanical  
 maintenance team, is responsible to mobilize and arrange equipment for handling emergency and take necessary corrective and preventive action

• Combat Team for firefighting, headed by the Chief Security Officer and assisted by firemen, security personnel, plant operators and other operators, is
 responsible for immediate action to contain any incident of fire and take all necessary action to contain the incident and neutralize the situation

• Rescue team, headed by the Medical Officer and assisted by pharmacists, trained first-aid personnel, security officers and others, is responsible for organizing  
 first aid facility and addressing various rescue needs that may arise

Performance Audit and Review

For tracking safety records and performance, all lead and lag indicators are reviewed and analysed. Lag indicators are identified to focus on tracking the already 
occurred damage, injury or harm incidences. Lead indicators are used for preventive action measures as precursors to harm, giving advance warning before an event 
occurs that might lead to undesired outcome.

Further, the Company has put a multi-tier safety audit system in place whereby, safety officers carry out regular safety inspection in each department. Audit is also 
done through Occupational Safety & Health following OSHAS guidelines. For audit related to statutory compliances, external expert agency is engaged.

Record Keeping and Advocacy 

Maintenance of safety procedures and culture is an integral part of our Integrated Management Systems. An online portal Doc-Pro has been implemented for control 
of all documents with archiving facility.

Besides the above, visuals of our safety & health policies are displayed at different strategic locations in our plant areas and head office to stress upon the high 
significance that we assign to our safe working environment culture, for generating awareness and in developing good safety practices. There are video clips available 
on safety briefings for all visitors, employees, service providers and stakeholders.

Workmen Representation in Oversight Mechanism

Workmen are represented in SHE committee at two levels to help perform, monitor and advice on occupational health and safety aspects.

At the statutory level of safety committee in the DI division there are 52 members out of which 26 (50%) are from workmen cadre (613 workmen in the permanent 
roll). For our PI division the committee comprises of 22 members out of which 11 (50%) members are from workmen cadre (132 workmen in the permanent roll).   
Both the committees meet once in a month to discuss and take action on the SHE issues.

At the non-statutory level, safety mass and tool box meetings are the two key interacting forums wherein safety, health and environmental aspects are discussed and 
workmen are sensitized.

Safety mass meeting for both the divisions of the organisation is regularly held at the periodicity of twice a month in each department participated by HODs, Company 
medical officer and workmen representatives. Tool Box meeting takes place every day, in which all the workmen participate before the start of the shift.
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Glimpses of various initiatives periodically undertaken for sensitization and performance of good safety practice:
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 Safety Initiatives  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Total - FY 2016-17

 Safety Meetings  (Nos.) 15 20 23 24 82

 Safety Trainings (Man-Hours) 5153 3132 2376 3595 14256

 Mock Drills Performed (Nos.) 0 3 4 2 9

 Indicator  FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

 Workforce covered in occupational   95.20% 97.10% 99.40%
 health check-up (%)

Percentage Of Workforce Covered In Occupational Health Check-up



Occupational Health & Safety - Performance Highlights

LTI in FY 2016-17 increased due to implementation of multiple capital projects and also due to increased manpower. Focus on safety has been significantly 
increased to reduce LTI. 

 Safety Performance  FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

 Lost Time Injuries (Nos.)  2 2 5

 Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate   0.288 0.291 0.573
 (per million man-hours)

 Total Recordable Cases (Nos.)  2 2 5

 Total Recordable Cases Frequency Rate  0.288 0.291 0.573
  (per million man-hours)

 Fatalities  0 0 0

 Work Related  First Aid  Medical Lost Time  Fatality
 Injuries Based on Severity Injury Treatment Injury Injury

 FY 2016-17 82 0 5 0

 FY 2016-17  By Gender   By Person Type

  Male  Female Employee  Contract Staff

 Lost Time Injury (Nos.) 5  0 0  5

 Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate    0.573
 (per million man-hours) 
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Building Human Capital for a Sustainable Society

The Company’s long-term CSR objective is to improve the quality of life of the communities we serve through value creation and social inclusion.  Our strong
commitment to various interventions is further supplemented by our Affirmative Action (AA) programs focused on SC/ST communities encouraging their upliftment 
through focused AA interventions.

The Company’s CSR & AA initiatives are driven in line with Corporate Social Responsibility and Affirmative Action policies; available on the Company’s website 
www.tatametaliks.com. The apex CSR & AA Committee, led by the MD of the Company, has a cross-functional representation including Members of the Senior Leadership 
Team, members of the CSR team and representative of the workers' union. 

CSR & AA initiatives are deployed through Sadbhavna Trust, a registered trust formed by the company to focus on various CSR initiatives. TML fulfils its CSR obligation 
by contributing to the Trust. In addition to this, voluntary contributions are also made by all employees towards the corpus of this trust. During the financial year 
2016-17, a total of `2.27crores was spent towards various CSR and AA activities.  The Annual Report on CSR activities is available on pages 45 – 49 of the
Annual Report for FY 2016-17.

Our Intervention Area

CSR & AA initiatives are focussed on 57 villages within the radius of 5 kms from the plant in No. 4 Kalaikunda Gram Panchayat of Paschim Medinipur district of
West Bengal. Out of the 57 villages, 36 villages are ones with 54% SC/ST population. Nearly 10,000 inhabitants of these 36 villages form the core beneficiaries of 
Company’s various focused CSR & AA interventions.

Process Flow

We perform assessment surveys to collate the needs and aspirations of the community to get stakeholder inputs to formulate our CSR & AA strategy. 

In the assessment survey, engagements are organized in the identified villages whereby important stakeholders and opinion makers are called upon to respond to 
questionnaires and express opinion which they feel can improve their quality of life. Feedbacks are collated to arrive at priority areas of intervention to plan our CSR 
& AA activities accordingly.

At the next stage, the CSR Committee of the Board, reviews and monitors the various CSR programmes of the Company in accordance with Section 135 of the Companies 
Act, 2013 and the Rules framed thereunder. The CSR Committee recommends to the Board, the CSR budget and various activities, for the Board’s approval.

Commitment
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Local Level

Board

CSR committee evaluation and
fund approval

Identification of priority areas for
social intervention program design

Need assessment study - engagement with
community to assimilate stakeholder’s input
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CSR & AA Initiatives

TML has identified 5Es as its focus areas of interventions. The objective is to build a healthy, educated, employable and economically sustainable community through 
focused CSR & AA initiatives.

The 5Es include:

• Education

• Employability

• Employment

• Entrepreneurship

• Essential Amenities

Each of these areas is led by a nominated “Pillar Champion” with support from employees from various functions to ensure focused implementation of all the 
initiatives. These respective “Pillar Champions” encourage holistic CSR & AA initiatives across the organisation.

Education:

Our strong belief that education can be a great life-leveller to bring prosperity, has prompted us to accord the engagements under access to education, a 
deeper importance. In our endeavour to build an enabling eco-system, we are working towards creating a scalable and replicable model of universalization of
school education.

The Company’s education interventions, aimed at creating a pedigree of educated youth in the years to come, follow a cohesive approach of providing support in 
areas of:

• Learning Enhancement Through School Library

• Under-10 Football Coaching

• Abhigyan – School Enrichment Programme

• Pre-matric Coaching

• Sadbhavna Scholarship

• Apparatus for Science Laboratory

• Infrastructure Development in Schools

• Career Counselling and Teachers' Training

The educational interventions cover more than 2000 students out of which more than 60% are from SC/ST communities. 

Education to enrich lives:

In our CSR focus area of 36 villages, we have 19 government primary schools with approximately 2500 students and only one government high school with approximately 
2700 students enrolled from classes 5 to 12. Under our access to education, we cover infrastructure development of the school through construction of extra 
classrooms, dining sheds etc. and providing required amenities such as provision of drinking water through bore well, separate toilets for boys and girls, electrical 
connection and provision of amenities to create a conducive environment for learning in the schools. 

Till FY 2016-17, TML has provided various infrastructure support to 7 primary schools i.e. Kunjuchak, Maheshpur, Amba, Kenduapal, Narayanpur- Kulapatna, Katapal 
and Ashapur Primary schools.
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Interventions under improving quality of education, cover supplementary 
education for improving learning abilities of students of classes 3 and 4 in 
primary schools, life skill development of students of classes 5 to 8, coaching 
to the students of classes 9 and 10 for better performance in their secondary 
examinations and Sadbhavna Scholarship to meritorious students including 
SC/ST communities. 

The Company in the process, endeavours to assist the upward mobility of 
talented youth from the marginalised communities by increasing their access 
to higher education.   

Employability:

At TML, we are committed to develop a skilled set of manpower for the country through focused interventions for the disadvantaged sections of the society and the 
AA communities in particular. The objective is to train the local youth of our neighbouring community with vocational courses in marketable skills, to equip them earn 
a sustainable livelihood, either through employment or as entrepreneurs.

Project Abhigyan  - A Feather in Our Cap

Project Abhigyan is a school curriculum enrichment program done in collaboration with Guardian Education Services Pvt Ltd. The initiative helps schools in rural 
areas build model curriculum at par with some of the best known city schools like Don Bosco, Auxilium Convent, Mount Litera etc. 

The project is based on the foundational principle of 3Cs - Communication, Creativity and Collaboration with the objective to develop students’ power of communication, 
innovative thinking and make them capable of collaborating to succeed and be ready to face the new emerging world as more productive future citizens.

Project Abhigyan is associated with Gokulpur School, near TML plant premises in Kharagpur.
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Project TMSDC  – A Centre of Excellence Initiative

The Tata Metaliks Skill Development Centre (TMSDC) was established in September 2016 in West Midnapore district as part of the Company’s Corporate Social 
Responsibility and Affirmative Action initiative after a MoU was signed between TML and PBSSD (Paschim Banga Society for Skill Development). 

The state-of-the-art training centre which operates at ITI, Midnapore, has well equipped classroom-cum-trade labs for various vocational trades and 
alongside facilities for imparting soft skills and basic computer training. All successful trainees receive NSDC certification and support for placement or
entrepreneurship opportunities.

Started with the aim to train 1000-1200 youths annually, primarily the underprivileged 
youth of the local community with skills of an electrician, plumber, beautician, housekeeper, 
security guard and mobile repairer for gainful employment that will enable them to earn 
sustainable livelihoods. TMSDC, trained 597 youths from September 2016 to March 2017 
under our employability interventions out of which 291 were from SC/ST communities, 
which constitutes 49% of total candidates.
TML in due course has plans to scale up the centre facility with more courses to
accommodate more number of trainees in future.
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Gayatri Santra
Who would not let her dreams go unchased ...

The women in my village

look up to me. I am now

financially independent

... for my own expenses.

Meet Gayatri Santra, 20 years of age from the Basantapur village, who after graduating from Medinipur College, enrolled 
at the Tata Metaliks Skill Development Centre for a vocational training course in beauty therapy.  

As a girl, Gayatri always nurtured the dream of becoming a beautician. Even before her joining the course, the women in 
her village neighbourhood would come to her to get their hair done. When the training opportunity came, she lapped it up 
wholeheartedly in pursuing a career path of her love and dream. 

Gayatri fondly reminisces  her association with TML’s Skill Development Centre,  “... we had a very good faculty ... I got 
hands-on training in every aspect of beauty ... the curriculum included practical training ... we had a very well equipped 
lab  where we could apply our skills ... it is extremely important for beauty experts to be updated on fashion and style ... 
we were trained in computer and the internet at the SDC... I know how to search for the latest trends online.”

Today, Gayatri is confident and economically independent. She plans to move to a bigger city for better prospects and 
dreams of having a chain of salons of her own, someday.

Gayatri Santra is a living example of how Tata Metaliks Skill Development Centre helps people realize their dreams by 
providing opportunity to enthusiasm

Employment:

TML strives to create employment opportunities for the AA community.  The contractors and sub-contractors of TML are sensitized on AA and are encouraged to hire 
individuals from the AA community.

The Company's recruitment policy ensures positive discrimination in favour of the AA group by providing employment opportunities on the basis of equal merit, 
without compromising on quality.

Our employability interventions are linked to two sectors - Industrial and Service. 

Trainings under Industrial sector include:

• Two years coaching at Industrial Training Institute (ITI) on electrician and fitter trades and 

• Five weeks short term training on excavator-cum-loader operator. 

Other trainings related to Service Sector are: 

• Two years general nursing and midwifery

• Three months short term trainings on electrician, plumbing, unarmed security guard, beautician, housekeeping, carpentry and scaffolding courses through
 the Tata Metaliks Skill Development Centre (TMSDC)



Entrepreneurship:

By working together with our community, we try to create a sustainable local economy by providing livelihood options and entrepreneurship training.  This is in an 
effort to encourage the spirit of positive discrimination towards developing entrepreneurs in the Company's value chain from the AA community.

TML engages with villagers within its operational areas to design interventions to encourage people to work towards a sustainable future for themselves and their 
families by becoming entrepreneurs.

To catalyse the process, the Company's regular contractors are encouraged to engage sub-contractors from the AA community. In FY 2016-17, TML has inducted 14 
vendors from SC/ST community in the value chain with annual business of `6.24 crores.

In addition, TML works with women self-help groups (SHGs) to promote entrepreneurship. Three SHGs have been trained in poultry and duck rearing. In collaboration 
with NABARD, TML is currently working with 50 SC/ST farmers in goat rearing and backyard poultry farming. TML has also supported one woman entrepreneur from 
SC community through market linkage for supplying ladies garments to NGOs that further provides these garments to needy and underprivileged women. 
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Ruma Mudi
Of her becoming the beacon of hope for her family, setting example for others to emulate...

I am very optimistic

about life now.

There’s so much to do...

You’ll find her every day, at 9 in the morning at the TML plant gate on her bicycle, wearing a big smile on her face, a bundle 
of positive energy and enthusiasm.  

Ruma Mudi, age 19 years, of Kunjochak, a village from the periphery of the TML plant area comes from AA community 
background and a very humble family setting of father, mother, 3 sisters and one brother living on agricultural and daily 
labour income, woefully insufficient to sustain them all.        

Ruma had approached the TML management for a job opportunity and given a call for an interview, her
Indomitable spirit took over. She got selected and now is employed by Tata Metaliks to look after the community
development programs.   

Ruma is very impressed by the way the villages have embraced education. She opines, “... earlier people were ignorant ... 
but now, thanks to TML’s initiatives, people are realizing the value of education... In our village, people are mostly from 
scheduled castes and tribes ...it’s the education that has made all the difference.” 

Ruma has inspired a lot of men and women in her village to come forward and seek employment. Her story is one of many 
that narrates, we at TML could touch and transform lives for betterment under our AA interventions.



Most people in my village have no education.
For them, it’s hard to find a job. I try my best to
involve them in whatever capacity I can.
At least, they will earn something and
also get some experience...

For 31 year old Shashthi Dolai of village Kantapal, life was a mere drudgery faced 
with the stark question every day of how to make both ends meet on a measly 
agricultural income for his family of 7 sisters and 2 brothers, with his father recently 
passed away. 

Shashthi would tell, how the family often had to survive on one meal in a day that 
too, rice and salt, till his fortune changed as he got involved with Tata Metaliks as
an entrepreneur. 

He recounts, “... the representatives at Tata Metaliks taught me how to fill in a tender 
... eventually, I could go to the bank and get a car loan ... now I have two cars which 
are engaged in conveyance duties at the Kharagpur facility.”

He recounts, “... it’s a proud feeling to be associated with Tata Metaliks ... people 
treat you with so much respect.” 

Shashthi has also involved himself in banana plantation, as he finds it a very 
profitable farming business. 

He relates to the pitiable situation of his village and the reasons for his extending 
helpful hands to others, in whatever capacity he can. Shashthi has involved people 
from his village in his farming initiative as well as his car business, to help them out. 
Today, Shashthi stands tall among his fellow villagers; they are inspired by his 
success. His family is financially secured and proud of him.  

Shashthi Dolai
From hardly a meal a day to the security of brighter times ...
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Essential Amenities:

In line with TML’s focus to improve basic sanitation and health practices, we have undertaken various measures in our intervention areas. In the process, we have 
been able to reach out to approximately 1600 lives with our essential amenities intervention benefits, out of which approximately 60% are from SC/ST communities.  

We have identified the villages in the vicinity of our factory, which lack basic essential amenities. These villages are predominately inhabited by the SC/ST
communities. 

In the last three years, TML has covered five villages and made appropriate provisions for potable drinking water through deep bore wells. The drinking water project 
has provision of water storage in overhead tanks and distribution through pipes on different areas of the village and dedicated distribution points for 25 households. 

We have also constructed toilet blocks in these villages. The success of the drinking water and toilet block projects lies in the involvement and whole-hearted support 
provided by the village communities in their proper implementation. 



 

Come to Roypara - Maheshpur, a nondescript village just 500 meters from Tata Metaliks 
plant facility in Kharagpur, to see one of the few lucky places in India, equipped with all 
essential amenities for human development.  

Made with grit of the inhabitants and the support provided by Sadbhavna Trust, which 
all the beneficiaries acknowledge with gratitude, changes have been made in the 
developmental facilities of the place to a transformational extent. 

Today, Roypara is a model village when it comes to essential amenities – roads, access 
to education, drinking water facilities, clean toilets, improved hygiene and sanitation, 
effective drainage system, all meant for the well-being of the residents and a better life.

Madan Roy, a 1993 graduate from Kharagpur College and resident of the village, saw 
how Tata Metaliks changed the way people lived in and around the area. 

When representatives from TML urged him to work with Sadbhavna Trust as a member, 
he agreed and involved his fellow villagers to the need for improved access to essential 
amenities, so important for the socio-economic betterment of lives. 

The association with TML also helped them in finding contractual job in other occupational 
areas in earning a better living. The mainstay of agricultural economy of the village was 
by then languishing and becoming increasingly risky as a single livelihood option to 
depend on. Madan earned his first contractual job in developing pipe pillows.     

In a new initiative, Madan and his fellow villagers are involved in co-operative
agriculture of higher value products. Researchers from Industrial Training Institute or 
ITI have found out that the agro conditions here are conducive to growing capsicum. 
Tata Metaliks has designated a plantation area for them with major investment support. 
The villagers will pool in money together to participate. For all the changes, Madan Roy 
thanks Tata Metaliks for being the backbone of development in his village.  

Madan Roy 
Making of a model village with grit and gratitude...

My ancestors could never imagine the level

of development that has happened in all 

sectors - health, sanitation, education

and employment.
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Beside the 5Es activities, the Company also organizes various health camps in villages throughout the year in areas of general and gynaecological health check up 
with free medicines to women & children inculcating good hygiene habits, social awareness on preventing alcoholism. In addition blood donation camps are also 
organised in the plant premises.

The Company has always been humane in providing disaster management relief measures to assist community across the nation during natural calamities like 
cyclones, floods, accidents etc. The contributions to the victims include basic necessities such as food and potable water, shelter, medication and overall rehabilitation.

Overview of Sustainability and CSR Work Programs 
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 Name of Thematic Project Overview Intervention No. of
 the Project Area   Area Beneficiaries   
     FY 2016-17
   Holistic long term intervention to transform the young
 Abhigyan   minds to embrace changes, with vision to train, direct Gokulpur 
 –School  Education and groom the children and students of the target Bidhanchandra Students 
 Enrichment  community to be ready with life skills to make them Vidyabhawan 1007
 Program  ready for tomorrow, providing them strength to Classes 5, 6, 7 
   make their own future bright. 

 Pre-matric  To provide supplementary coaching to the students Gokulpur   
 Coaching Education from AA community in English, Bidhanchandra Students
   Mathematics and Science Vidyabhawan 195
   (Classes 8, 9, 10)

   To improve children’s learning level in primary
   school through open, contextual learning since
 Learning   children’s performance in school is largely
 Enhancement   below age and class appropriateness. Maheshpur 
 Through  For children to be able to relate the Primary School,
 School  Education learning with their immediate lives. Helping Amba Primary Students 
 Library  children for better academic performance in School 415
   school, for Bengali, English and Mathematics, (Class 3, 4)
   focusing on their conceptual clarity of each
   subject. Increasing community awareness
   and sensitivity regarding education. 

 U-10  To improve children’s football skills in a  Students 50
 Football  Education/ span of five years and prepare them 10 Primary  (2 batches, 25
  Coaching for admission in professional academies. Schools trainees in each)



 Name of Thematic Project Overview Intervention No. of
 the Project Area   Area Beneficiaries   
     FY 2016-17
    Gokulpur
    Bidhanchandra
 Sadbhavna   To motivate meritorious students specially  Vidyabhawan, Students
 Fellowship Education belonging to AA communities. Kharagpur 110
    College & Raja NL
    Khan Women’s
    College

 Provide   To ensure appropriate practical learning in  Gokulpur
 Laboratory  Education Science (Biology, Physics and Chemistry )  Bidhanchandra Students
  equipment  for high school students Vidyabhawan 1300
    Class 8 - 12 
 Infrastructure Schools To increase access to education by  Narayanpur-
 Development  improving amenities/school infrastructure. Khulapatna, Students
    Ashapur, Katapal 248
    Primary Schools
   To impart marketable skills to local youth  Youth 
 Skill  Employability of the community enabling them to earn a ITI Rangamati  (Aged 18 - 35) 
 Development  sustainable livelihood, either through employment Campus 597
 Centre  or as entrepreneurs.
 Two years   To provide technical education to the youths
 ITI course Employability  from economically marginalized families in Pratapchandra  Youth
   nearby villages and making them employable.  ITC 10

 General   To provide technical education to the youths Chitranjan 
 Nursing  Employability from economically marginalized families in nearby Institute of  Youth
 and   villages and making them employable  Health,  10
 Midwifery   Midnapore
    Loreto House –
 Sabla Employability To train adolescent girls in employability   Rainbow Home  Youth
   and life skills inmates 22
   To empower the women for taking  SHG 
 SHG  Entrepreneurship active part in their socio economic Kharagpur Members
 Training  development process.  40
 SHG  To provide basic knowledge to women  SHG 
 Training on Entrepreneurship SHG members on Livestock Kharagpur Members
 Livelihood     (Poultry and Duck rearing) based Livelihood  28
 TML - NABARD   Raipara, Farmers /  
 Livestock   Entrepreneurship To improve quality of life in surrounding Kunjuchak, SHG   
 based  five villages by improved practice of goat Mudipara, members  
 Livelihood  and poultry bird rearing. Ashapur 50
 Project

    Raipara, 
 Drinking  Essential  To improve quality of life in surrounding Maheshpur, Community  
 Water Amenities villages by making provision for potable  Kunjuchak, 540 
   drinking water Mudipara,
    Ashapur

 Toilet Essential  To improve village sanitation Ashapur,  Community 
 Blocks Amenities  Mudipara 600

 Health Health To provide health care services to the  Community 
  Camps communities living in the vicinity of the Project villages 1115
   TML plant  
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Monitoring Mechanism

At TML, we have a robust system of regular monitoring, evaluation and reporting system on various CSR initiatives. The monitoring and evaluation practice reports 
against the defined indicators of performance is subject to internal evaluation in the normal course of regular checks by organisation’s own team of specialised CSR 
personnel and by external professional agencies.

The annual report of the Company for the period includes a detailed reporting of the organization’s CSR activities as per Section 135 of the Companies Act, 2013. For 
the period 2016-17 the report is available on pages 45 - 49 for stakeholders’ reference.

Employee Volunteering 

Our policy to embrace sustainable community engagement has been strengthened over the years with the active contribution of our workforce through volunteerism.

Employees continue to take time out to be a part of Company’s various CSR projects for the development of community near its plant at Kharagpur in the areas of 
education, training, health care and self-employment.

Our employee volunteering statistics indicate a progressive rise in our collective intent to participate more.  

Employee volunteering in full swing in Raypara and Mudipara villages 
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Employee volunteering hours:

We are an enthusiastic participant to Tata Volunteering Week - an annual event with the key objective to encourage and inspire employees to experience company 
organized volunteering opportunities. We have won awards in Best Campaigning, Highest Participation and ranked 5th in terms of per capita volunteering hours in 
the Tata Group.

 Social Impact 

Our various CSR outreach programmes remain on course to create opportunities to improve upon the lives of our surrounding communities and AA segment in
particular.  

Through our 5Es and Health interventions, the delivery of social impact for the well-being of the community people in which we operate and engage with, have gone 
from strength to strength and we are confident that it will only get better in future.

 Beneficiaries Served and Impacted        

 Initiative FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17

  Total AA Total AA Total AA
 Education 834 450 961 648 2025 1243

 Employability 24 10 69 28 639 305

 Employment 959 100 1028 109 1166 125

 Entrepreneurship 50 50 8 4 265 241

 Essential Amenities 2400 1296 2262 1710 1140 1140
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 General Standard Disclosures 

 General standard disclosures Page Number Description

 Strategy and Analysis  

 G4-1 4-7 Statement from the most senior decision-maker
   of the organization

 Organisational Profile

 G4-3  9 Name of the organisation

 G4-4  11-14 Primary brands, products, and/or services

 G4-5   End Cover Location of organisation’s headquarters

 G4-6 8 Number of countries where the organisation operates, and names of countries  
   with either major operations or that are specifically relevant to the
   sustainability issues covered in the report

 G4-7  9 Nature of ownership and legal form

 G4-8    12.14 Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and types of  
   customers/beneficiaries)

 G4-9  32, 33, 56  Scale of the reporting organisation

 G4-10  57 The total number of employees by employment contract and gender

 G4-11  57 The percentage of total employees covered by collective bargaining agreements

 G4-12   40 The organisation’s supply chain

Part - A  |  General Standard Disclosures

 G4-13 9 Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure  
   or ownership

 G4-14  17-22 Whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by 
   the  organisation

 G4-15 29 Externally developed economic, environmental and social charters, principles,  
   or other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or which it endorses

 G4-16  22 Memberships of associations (such as industry associations) and national or  
   international advocacy organisations
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 Identified Material Aspects and Boundaries

 G4-17  Annual Report 2016-17 All entities included in the organisation’s consolidated financial statements or 
  Page 84 onwards, 8  equivalent documents

 G4-18  8, 23-25 The process for defining the report content and the Aspect Boundaries

 G4-19  25-28 All the material Aspects identified in the process for defining report content

 G4-20  26-28 For each material Aspect, whether the Aspect is material within the
   organisation

 G4-21  26-28 For each material Aspect, whether the Aspect is material outside the
   organisation

 G4-22  None The effect of any restatements of information provided in previous reports, and  
   the reasons for such restatements

 G4-23 None Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the Scope and Aspect  
   Boundaries

 Stakeholder Engagement 

 G4-24  24 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organisation

 G4-25  23 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage

 G4-26  24 Organisation’s approach to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of  
   engagement by type and by stakeholder group

 G4-27  25 Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement,  
   and how the organisation has responded to those key topics and concerns,  
   including through its reporting

 Report Profile 

 G4-28  8 Reporting period (such as fiscal or calendar year) for information provided

 G4-29  - Date of most recent previous report (if any)

 G4-30  8 Reporting cycle (such as annual, biennial)

 G4-31  8 The contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents

 G4-32  8, 82-84 The ‘in accordance’ option the organisation has chosen, the GRI Content Index  
   for the chosen option, the reference to the External Assurance Report, if the  
   report has been externally assured

 G4-33  8 Organisation’s policy and current practice with regard to seeking external 
   assurance for the report
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 Governance 

 G4-34  16-18 The governance structure of the organisation, including committees of the
   highest governance body

 Ethics & Integrity 

 G4-56  10, 19 The organization’s values, principles, standards and norms of behaviour such as  
   codes of conduct and codes of ethics

 
 DMA and Indicators Page Number Description

 Category: Economic
 Material Aspect: Economic Performance

 G4-DMA  30, 31 Disclosure on Management Approach

 G4-EC1 33, 34 Direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues, operating 
   costs, employee compensation, donations and other community investments,  
   retained earnings, and payments to capital providers and governments.

 Category: Environmental
 Material Aspect: Materials

 G4-DMA  40, 41-43 Disclosure on Management Approach

 G4-EN1   42 Materials used by weight or volume.

 G4-EN2  43, 44 Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials

Part - B  |  Specific Standard Disclosures

 Material Aspect: Energy

 G4-DMA  44 Disclosure on Management Approach

 G4-EN3  45 Energy consumption within the organisation

 G4- EN5 45 Energy intensity ratio

 G4- EN6 46 Reduction in energy consumption
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 Material Aspect: Water  

 G4-DMA  51, 52 Disclosure on Management Approach

 G4-EN8 53 Total water withdrawal by source

 G4- EN10 53 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and re-used

 Material Aspect: Emissions  

 G4-DMA  47 Disclosure on Management Approach

 G4-EN18 48 GHG emissions intensity

 G4-EN 19 48 Reduction of GHG emission

 

 Material Aspect: Effluents and Waste 

 G4-DMA  54-55 Disclosure on Management Approach

 G4-EN23  55 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method

 Category: Social | Labour Practice & Decent Work
 Material Aspect: Occupational Health and Safety 

 G4-DMA  62-64 Disclosure on Management Approach

 G4-LA5  64 Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint  
   management-worker health and safety committees that help monitor 
   and advice on occupational health and safety programmes.

 Material Aspect: Training and Education 

 G4-DMA  58-59 Disclosure on Management Approach

 G4-LA9  60 Average hours of training per year per employee by gender, and by employee category

 Category: Social | Society
 Material Aspect: Local Communities 

 G4-DMA  67-68 Disclosure on Management Approach

 G4-SO1 74-77 Percentage of operations with implemented local community engagement,  
   impact assessments, and development programmes

 Category: Social | Product Responsibility
 Material Aspect: Product and Service Labelling

 G4-DMA  34, 35 Disclosure on Management Approach

 G4-PR5 37 Results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction
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IIM National Sustainability Award

IIM National Sustainability Award in Iron and Steel sector for 2015-16 under the category 
of DR plants/Pig Iron Plants/Major Re-Rolling Units awarded by The Ferrous Division of the 
Indian Institute of Metals. 

The award recognises contribution towards excellence for the sustenance of steel industry.

 
Tata Engage Responsible Leader Award

Jamsetji Tata’s foresight went far beyond pure business. 

His spirit of selfless giving and philosophy of constructive philanthropy became a tradition 
for the group he founded.

While every Tata employee, and Tata company, is distinctive, what binds them are the Tata 
values and the ethos of giving back to the society.

Tata Engage, an initiative of Tata Sustainability Group aims to promote the spirit of We Care 
in the group. 

Tata Metaliks won the Tata Engage Responsible Leader Award for Employee Volunteering.

AWARDS AND
RECOGNITION
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GLOSSARY

AA Affirmative Action

AR Annual Report

B2B Business to Business

B2D Business to Dealer

B2G Business to Government

BCCI Bengal Chamber of Commerce and Industry

BDO Block Development Officer

BF Blast Furnace 

BFG Blast Furnace Gas

CESS Contract Employee Satisfaction Survey

CFO Chief Financial Officer

CFR Cost and Freight 

CII Confederation of Indian Industry

CPCB Central Pollution Control Board

CPP Captive Power Plant

CRM Customer Relationship Management

CS Company Secretary

CSA Consignment Sales Agent

CSAT Customer Satisfaction

CSC Customer Service Centre 

CSI Customer Satisfaction Index

CSR Corporate Social Responsibility

CSS Customer Satisfaction Survey

DI Ductile Iron

EBITDA Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization

EMS Environment Management System

EPAs External Processing Agents

EPC Engineering, Procurement and Construction

EPS Earnings Per Share 

ERM Enterprise Risk Management

ESI  Employees’ State Insurance

ESPs Electro Static Precipitator

ETP Effluent Treatment Plant

EVP Executive Vice President

FD Force Draft

FEMA Foreign Exchange Management Act

FI Financial Institution

FII Foreign Institutional Investor 

FOB Freight on Board

FY Financial Year

GCP Gas Cleaning Plant

GHG Greenhouse Gases

GJ Gigajoule

GoI Government of India

GRI  Global Reporting Initiative

HBT Hot Blast Temperature

HOD Head of  Department

HR Human Resource

HRM Human Resource Management

ICC Internal Complaints Committee

ICC Indian Chamber of Commerce

IIF Institute of Indian Foundrymen 

IIM Indian Institute of Metals

IR Industrial Relation

IS Indian Standard

USEPA United States Environment Protection Agency

ISO International Organization for Standardization

IT Information Technology

ITI Industrial Training Institute 

IWWA Indian Water Works Association

KMP Key Managerial Personnel 

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

LED Light Emitting Diode

LTI Lost Time Injury

LTIFR Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate

MBE Management of Business Ethics
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MBF Mini Blast Furnace

MD Managing Director

MIS Management Information System

MoEFCC Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change 

MT Metric Tonne

MTBF Mean Time Between Failures

MTTF Mean Time To Failure

MW Mega Watt

NABARD National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development 

NABL National Accreditation Board for testing and calibration Laboratories 

NGO Non-Governmental Organisation

NRI Non Resident Indian

NSDC National Skill Development Corporation

OCB Overseas Corporate Bodies

OHSAS Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series

PAT Profit After Tax

PBSSD Paschim Banga Society for Skill Development

PBT Profit Before Tax

PI Pig Iron 

PM Particulate Matter

PMS Performance Management System

PUC Pollution Under Control

QCC Quality Control Check

QMS Quality Management System

R&D Research and Development 

RBI Reserve Bank of India

RMHS Raw Material Handling System

RoI Return on Investment

SBU Strategic Business Unit

SC / ST Scheduled Caste / Scheduled Tribe  

SDC Skill Development Centre  

SDGs Sustainable Development Goals

SEBI Securities and Exchange Board of India

SEJ Safety Excellence Journey

SHE Safety Health and Environment 

SHG Self Help Group

SLT Senior Leadership Team

SMART Specific Measurable Agreed upon Realistic and Time-bound

SPM Suspended Particulate Matter 

SRC Stakeholders’ Relationship Committee

TAAP Tata Affirmative Action Programme

TBEM Tata Business Excellence Model

TCoC Tata Code of Conduct

TML Tata Metaliks Limited

TMSDC Tata Metaliks Skill Development Centre

TPA Tonnes Per Annum

UoM Unit of Measurement

USP Unique Selling Point

VP Vice President 

VVFD Variable Voltage Frequency Drive

WBIDC West Bengal Industrial Development Corporation

WBSEDL West Bengal State Electricity Distribution company Limited

WRAS Water Regulations Advisory Scheme 

YoY Year on Year
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HEAD OFFICE:
Tata Centre, 10th Floor,

43, Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Kolkata, West Bengal, India, Pin Code - 700071.
Ph: 033 - 66134205, Fax: 033 - 22884372

Email: tml@tatametaliks.co.in | Website: www.tatametaliks.com

PLANT:
Tata Metaliks Limited, P.O. Samraipur, Gokulpur, Kharagpur,

Dist: Paschim Medinipur, West Bengal, India, Pin Code - 721301.
Ph: 03222 - 233290

Follow us on:
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